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A MainAtreaming Aid

POR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: JoAnne Full

'SHAJaNa THE STREET' OFPERS

ACTIVITIES FOR ALL CHI

Fran
(21

410

or

e'

'4(

ufman
595-3456'

'Big Bird'A Egg,' "Sesame Street Secre "Oscar and the Six Trash Can

and 'What'

expect

Different?' allijouhd like the k da gif games-and activities you'd

in a Workbook froth the Chldrei's T levisionorkshop,

A
'"Sesame Street." But Sharing the Stree Activitie for All,

ord,inary activity book.

It is a collection of, games nd activities des

I
with special needs /experiences wh h likeretisame Street

the produders o
f

Childfenrs no

gned to give young)

will be fun for

the Street Yovideshelp them to learn a Variety 'o

actiKities all children' can 0

And that'srthe basic

integration into the fun a

visual impairments, ment

What'S more, Sha

ildren

hem and

/.

th.prit of Sharing the Street 4to provide A natural
, .

.

home and at school for children with hearin or
1

retardation and other physical or learning disabilities.

The book was wr tten'for teachers and patents with little 44- no towledge

nd w 11 serve as an addiiional resource for indiViduals withof special education'

training and experi he field.

."Sharing t e St eet is designed to help children With ipecial needs to

successfully mt. ract with their siblings, frierids and classmates," says author Barbara
. '

KOlucki of CTW' -Community Education SerVices'Division. "We think this will-be

particularly 1jful to teachersi-A especially thoie inlHeadstart, daycare,
-. . . ,

,

c AR z AMI.,1 NEN/v YQI* Mk _710,5
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A Mainstreaming Aid.-- 2/

'
nursery, kindergarten-and elementary.public school classes,.--'0-p.have a legal

mandpte,to include, certain disabled ehildrem in regular classrooms. ,Many of these

teacherfs are fnding they need .134c1al materiafs ahd additional training to help them'

make mainstreaming .a rewarding'expe

Sharing the Street suggests thnnerbus adaptaXions to games and activities to

..provfds for mainstreaming of chilaren with a variety of disabilities.

'Land on Sesadie Street ksa classic game in which children learn geometric

shapes. Here, it is aaapted so that all- children can play, includinq those with

limited meobil_iIi,,sm

Visuallyrimpaired children cam participate in games.like 'The Broken Letter
.

,
.

Shop' if sand or'othpr gr ny materials are glued to the letters. Several su4gesti,..

V ,

.

\are given for making inexpensive "sound-balls" to enable these children to join'in

,tag or ball games pitch as 'Btg.Bird's Egg.'. ,

'Oscar's Vibrating-Trash Can' is A music and dance activity that does not '

,
4

depend solely on sound.

An entire section is'devqted to games that teach..an appreciation of .

differences. 'Cookie MOnster Has Problems' i$ designed to helP all children
I

learn reastaningr problem-solving and self-help skills. 'But it goes beyond that by

helping childr0 to experience what it is like to 14tre limited or 'no use of t

...

different parts
T of the body. Cookie Monster has to eatra 'cookie with'"a sore mouth

and has to dress himself with Only one arm after he. gets the other one stuck in
.

a cookie jar.'
\
\ .

"Professiodals who have used these games With children at a number of

institutions tell us that the Zrariety in complekity of the activales and their

adaptatfbnssasssAsts them in adapting the gameA for,bhildren.With a wide range of.
abilities. Hopefully all chhdIvri\will grow both in'their skills ind their

'

attitudes by..playing them," Ms. rdlucki says.

.

a
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A Mainstreamiqg Aid -- y

puring. the 1975-76 broadcast season, chiidren with Special needs were

included on a Afeeldlt, basis on Sesame Street. 'Me showos curriulum'was expanded

in a formal a'ttempt toliceet the edUcational'needs of.this audience.

Children with physical aisaiiilities and mental-retardatibn now appear

regularly on the shol4. DOf actress Linda bove is a full-time cast member.
.

Members orthe Little Theatre of the Dela!, and other disabled ,entertainers often

. \laPPeakds guests. Live-actiob films of disabled
.

adults performing everyday
.

.

.
,.activities and varied occupations are

..

included.to familiarj.ze children with their
.

.,

-lifestyles and to help counter negative stereotypds.

Sharing ,the Street is arranged into chapter's on sight, sdund,
'

sight/feel and soynd/feel to facilitate the book's use by those caticerned with

disabilities specifib to these areas. The section.of activities designed to

% 7

develdp'sensitivity in everyone to the special abilitkes,and needs of a great

variety of people also is an important chapter,of this manual.

Illustrations as well as the Activities in Sharing_ the_Street'include

chiPdxdn with special needstas they woUld be included in any'family of.-neijhborhood
. / .

group.

379
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Sesame Stet4t: A Growing*Community
Nit

./

By Joan Ganz Cooney

- From its beginning, Sesame Strbei has worked hard to Present a
microcosm of contemporary society to its young viewers. The resi:
ddnts of the street, by design, have come from varied backgrounds
and represent'the many cultures thatmake up our country. An impor-
tant goat of Sesame Street is to help childeen develop attitudes thai
destroy the narroW stereotypes of those who are different from them-
'selves. In recent years, we have added new and important people to
the wbrld of SesaMó Street.. It is estimated that some eight million
AmeriOn children live with some kind of disability. We realize the
importance.of including on "the street" peoplewho differ from what our
sbciety pirroly labels as "ncirmal."

And so, since 1975, the population of Sesame. Street has grown to
regularly incluile children and glults who are defined as disabled.
Children.wifh mental retardation and children with physical and sen-
sory disabilities live on Sesame Street as they woulqirlive on any,
street, participating in the actiOn to their fullest capabilAies. The Little
Theatre bf the Deaf 'appears regularly on.the show, and one of its ,

'members, LindBove, who has been appearing on the show sirice
1972, Has become a permanent resident of Sesame Street. The
show's live action films regUlarly depict peopie with special needs.

Children and aduh loth special needs were integrated into the
population of Sesame Street in order *to present our young viewers
with a more accurate and richer representation of the world ir which
they li/e. Recognizing the special needs bf disabled people imposes
a spedal responsibility on us all.. On Sesame Street, we try to be,More
creative and uee.all of the resourcesjavailable to us to help alrchildren
reach their full potential.

The members bf Sesame .Street'4 Community Education.Services
Division are dedicated tb spreading the lessons of Sesame Street.
In creating tharing the Street" they have provided a book that will
help all children to make the most of their abilities. Our book's aim is tO
helpthildren with special needs to mainstream not only in school, but
in life as well. The activities in "Sharing the Street" are designed to
help children with special needs acquire de* skills, and expand-their
talents: By sharing these activitieswith their parents, tieir
and their friendsthese children will enrich theirown experieqces.
And when they do that, theY will enrich us all as well.



A Note About, Sesame Street

Sesame Street, Children respond instantly and enthuitastically to these two
-Words, Sesame Street meanTmanythings to theM. On "the street" they see
Big Bird, Bert and knie, Susan, Linda, Bob and all their other special friends:
They see fitrna-of aniMalseand places they never knew existed. They see
people working together, sharing ideas and problems and helping one
:another throughopt the day. And they see children, like themselves, learning,
laughing and playing together.

Sesame'Street was developed in 1969 on the then-revolutionary theäry
that the same qualitiesWbich attracted children to teleVision cOmmerei4ls
repetition, humor and "catchy" tunes and phrasescouldbe
used to teach thern basic learning skills and concepts. Entertaining
production lechniques were c6mbined with simple' initructional principles to
produce a show that would be,fun for children to watch and at the same
times help prepare them for school. The ideafusing learning and ,

entertainmentworked amazingly well an'd Sesame Street is now widely
regprdl as a teleyisittn sbow of ttie highest quality and a valuable
edUcational tool.

., . ..

Sesame Street is populated by livp performers and some very uniqueand

'1 now fTliouS puppet characters known as "The Muppets." Thete
. , "residents" and many guest "vishors" illustrate a commUnity much enriched

by its diversity.
,

, _ .

f . ( ) -
,

On "the street" are people of different races, backgrounds and cultures;
people who speak different languages, express different points of vieW and

,

,.. display different talents and abilities. The positive portrayal of ,each of these
. individuals helpOthe equally diverse Sgsame Street audience relate more

. easily to the program and team to appreciate the variety of people around e4
them. . , - . ,,.

, The Sesame Street Mupp et characters add immeasufably.tolhe .

program's appeal to children. Perhaps this is becaude each of them displays
qualities and feelings so familiar and dnique to children. All children have
"prized possessions," similar to Oscar's junk, that no one else can see the
value of.- An011 children have felt at one time or another the same frustration
Big Bird does when he wants to do sOmething so milch, bUt simply doesn't
know how.

Each of the many sport segments Which make up a Sesame Street show
teaChes one or more instructional goals. The program's educational content)
includes the lessons traditionally associated With preparing childten.for
school such as letters, numbers, shapes and simple words, and those which
deal with cbildren's 'relationship to Others such las sharing.anck cooperation.
Sesame Street alSo helps children learo howl() fuhátion in their world by
teaching them abOut themselvestheir bodies and mindsr--and the
environment and people around them,' One of the most important goals of
Sesame Street is to encoUrage children to develop feelings of pride and
self-4)3teem-7-to feel godel about being themselves,

,

o P.
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During the 1975-76 broadcast year, some new faces apj5eared.on "the
strê Children with special.needs, many of whom were already watching
Ses me $treet6, were included regularly on the show. Also, the Sesa`me
St et curridulum was expanded in a formaIeffort to meet the educational

. nee s of this addience.

The inew\segments, presented as -part of each Wednegday's program, -
showed children with mental retardation participatingvin physical actiVities
together with nOn-rettIrded children, and included sintle educational
lessons. For 'example, a seginent might show children playing hopscotch
and counting alp squares as they jumped. These initial efforts were modeled
on the1.'FamiliesPlay !co Grow"- program of the Joseph P. 'Kennedy, Jr.
Fpundation, which uses physical activity to foster the cognitive and motor
development of Chitdren with niental retal-dation.,

As with Most other Sesame Street goal areas, this experimental
programming has'ohanged Once its inbeption. The focus is still on physical
activity, but more of Sesame Street's curriculum goals are being laught,
within the segments.. In addition to children with mental retardation, children
with other,special needs now appeai on the show. Ltvetaction films of
disabled adults performing everyday activities and varied occupations are
incliided to familiarize children with their lifestyle and ici.help counter
negative steieotypes.

A

Linda Bove, from The Little Theatre of the 'beat who appeared often .as-a
guest on the show, is noW a memberof the east. Her presence on SesaMe
Street provides a positive model for children with special needs and helps all
children see an individual who is deaf as an independent and valued .

member of tbe community. Linda demonstrates that individuals with a
particular disability, because Of it, can often do certain things better than
anyone else. In a lighter illustration,of this point, Liiida's ability to
communicate silently ME-ikes her the only person who can pass ektrick teat
Osoar has devised-..-to recite alonguelwister" with a mouth full df crackers.
Linda "recites" the sentence iri sign language.

1 ,Sharing the Street was created to give children With special needs
experiences which, like Sesame Street, will.be fun foot them and will,help
them learn a variety of skills. Sharing the Street draws upon'thei enormous
appeal of Sesame Streetsomething all children can enjoy. The
illustrations and activities contain Sesame Street imagery to provide extra
fun and Motivation for children as theY engage in learning experiences.

.t
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Hovero. Use Sharing The Street

-

J

1'
,

, Sharing the Street contains a broad selection of sensory experiences,
.. . important-in every child's development. Eacp activity, in addition to providing

4ensory stimulation,leaches one or two,learning skills. The ttook was
designed for afiroad range of disabled childrenchildren with limited or no
vision, hearing or speech;' children who learn slowly; children with lirhited
mobilityand for very Young children. .

Sharing the Street is for Parents, teachers and others who work with
disabled Children. It was written for the individual with little or no knowledge
of special education and will serve as an additional resource.for the educator
with training and experience in the field. The activities can be conducted in
day care centers, family day care horned, schools and other group settings,
orat home with one or just afew children. Whether yourgrodp, is composed

, entirely of disabled children or includes non-disadled children as well, all will
be able to enjoy and particiimte equally in these activities. At home, most of A

activities are suitable for an iridiVidual child, but it may be fun for brothers,
:sisters or. other famill members tct join in some of them. ' . 4

,
. ' 4.

The book is divided intO six chapters,tsight, sotind, feel, sight/feel,
sight/soundifeet a ssitivity, The.actIvities aresirOuped by lhe primaryr
sense or sendes re uired to perform theM. The last chapter--
sensitivitybornbi es the use Of allsenges in.activities which focus
helping children re@lize What it means to.be disOled and increade.the

v

understanding of others.
{ , , ,, ;

Children learn by using their senSes. Some 'learn', with all and some learn
' without the use Of one or twb. It is important fdr children 'to be provided with;

experietriCes that dtimulate their %rides and for the experiences babe as
varied as wssible. The activities inlhis book will provide children with
practice arid-diversified experienae in' using`the senses they rely on. They
will also give children Priictice ir9sing thbse that are rend. deVe4Oped.

Every child, id unique. EaCh hasdifferent nee`dS, likes, dislikes arid
abilities. YOU know your child or group of Children best. We hope yoiiwill find
most of these.activitied suitable for your child or children and that they will.

'serve-as a springboard for,your own creatiVe,additiops, adaptations and
discussions. .

\
1 . ,

In presenting
.

the activities, we have used a format to help you readily
identify differentlhformation. On the opposite page We haVe listed thes
sectiondyou will find.in every activity and a brief explanation of what each will
tell you.,jhii information should be read carefully AefOre beginning to use A .
the book, , :

,..

I

,. ,

We hope you hawkfun with these activities and enjoy "sharing the street"
ad Much as we have enjoyed dharftlg.it with you.

4.,

,4
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Purpose
Is

This Sect& contains a brief statement of what childrerrwill learn'or
experience.

Sesame Streot Goals In additiOn to providing sensory stimulatiorveactlactivktetiches, direCtlyor
indirectly, one or more educational lebsons babed,On the Sesame Street

. , curriculum. If you are using the Ivok togetherwithithebroadcasf, the .

..:Seseme Street goalb will help you choose activities to reinforce segment&
been on the shdw with the same lesson. Vildmaiky find Sesame Street Script.

7! Highlights (see inside back cover}, particularly helpful in identifying the
instructional goals 'for the segmehts on each day's shów..

Illustration Most activities involve the use of one or rnore illuStrations in this book. Some
illustrationg ire used for morethan Ode activity._ Also, if you are working with
a group, some require that-each child have his or her.oWn copy. For thete
reasOns, we suggebt you make numeroUs copies of the illuetrations, espe-
ciqlly of the character masks, before starting toldb the;activitieS. The
illelgtrations will reproduce Very nicely 6n a copying machine, but they can,
except for the more detailed drawings, also be traced. You or yoUr children
mSy want to color in, wittrpaint, magic markere or crayOns, some of your
copies of the character masks to Make the games more fun, We have
included a Color key.on page 74to'help you do this.

Materials . All the items you will need to conduct arf activity are listed in this section.
Most of theM are ineXpensive and easy ta obtain. 'For some of the more
difficult items, we have tried to prOvide alternate suggestions. If you skim the
activity before gathering the mat6r , you may be able to,come up,with
substitutes of yoUr own.

,

Activity

Adaptation \

Variation

.

The activities in this book range from simple to complexSome of them may
be too difficult for certain children. We suggest that you read the activities
thoroughly in selecting appropriate ones foryour children. You may find that
eliminating cne or two elements ofan activity is all that is needed to make it
suitablezz

Since the activities irithis book were written for a wide range of children,
same of them-pose difficulty.for children with particular specialneeds. To
compensate forthis; wetave included adaptations for.as many of the
activities as possible. These are suggestions which alter the activity_t0 allow
the participation ol children whO would ordinarily be unable to play. ,For

, example, in "The Broken Letter Shop" Children puttogether Cardboard letter
parts tp make whole letters. The adaptation forthis activity is to toxturizeihe
cardboard With grainy material so children with limited or no vision can
participate, .

Many of the aclivities have one or two suggested variations. These make the
games a little different and in sOme cases, more difficult. You May find.the
variations helpful when you have done an,activity.sever`al times arid yoirr

, children have become proficient in the exercise. 'The:variation will, allpw you
to repeat essentially theSame lesson but hold the Children's. interest*
ltering or adding, d Own, eiement to the original activity.

.
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Heil) Ernie Pind kis Friends

Purpoie

Sesame Street Goals.

Illustration

Materiels

Activity

C.

Variation.
.\4

<. o

( To give children experience findinVidden pictures and objects and to help
them learn to concentrate.

Finding hidden figures, looking closely

Ernie in the Park: see p. 9

Paper bags, clear pla6tic bags, one object, e.g., a ball, cra'yoris or magic
markers

In the park illustration,, Sesame Street characters are playing hide-and-seek.
Ernie has to find the others. Have the children help Ernie'find as many of his
friends as possible. (There are eleven friends all together.).

Once the children find all of Ne charadters, they can color in the picture.-

Childrbn can play a siMilar hide-and-seek game using piper ba s. Place
two orAhree bags in front of the children and let thern see, you p Object,

like a ball, in one of them. Move the bags around and ask the chil ren to try
and keep their eyes on the likg with the object in it. -After mixing up the bags,
itop and ask the children to identify the one which contains the hidden ,

object. (If the children are having trouble with this activity, use plastic bags
until they become proficient in following the bag with the hidden Object.)

The children can pretend they are Ernie and hts friends. alindfold the child
who is playing Einie ancrtgll everyone else to hide. Ask the friends to make
soft noises to,give "Ernie" clues as tO where they are hiding. Children can

4' wear masks dt Sesame Street characters to make the game more fun.

-(See pp. 74-85.) -,, -

4
44
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Ight

The Iashflght Game

,
SO Jo develop skV in eye.movement and visual tracking by u6ing flashlights to

foe& Objects And maneuver in the dark.

- I
esame Street Goals .- Looking closely, recqgnizing letters and rymbers, .

illustration Big Bird Mask; sekp..75
_ ''1Materials Flasblightg, tape, chalk,' ctiMoard, Wagons (optiOnal)

f

Activity

Adaptation

Va ation

vl

V

. ,

Discuss with the.childrein the fact that a.flashlight shines in the dark to light
the way. Let them experiment with a flashlight in a dark room using it to Help
move from one point to another. Depending on how well the children do in
the dark, place obstacles in the room for them to maneuver around.

One child can focus the flashlight on a spot irfthe roorn. Other children can
point or run to that.spot. Have the children take_turns'using the flashlight.

Draw two nes, either curve b or straight, on the chalkboard to symbolize
Sesame trff+t, Explain to t children that they, are just pretending it's
Se e Strciet, 'Pla re of Big Bird (or any other character) at one
e d of "the 6treet Beginning at the other end, have children follow the lines
u til they shine e "spotlight" on Big Bird. The Sesame Street path.can also
be 'ade on t floor' with nia6king orfluorescent tape,

For children withlimited mobility, flashlights can be attached to the arms of
wheelchairs to resemble "headlights." You can have all chjldren participate
in this "Mobile version",of the activity by putting some children in wagons
while others push.

Flashlights can be used to trace letter-6 or nUmber written on a chalkboard.
Children can shine the lighron the letters in a r a sight phrase. (See,
pagel for list of SesAme Street sight word

18

phrases.)
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Talking Without Woids

Purposer

Sesame Street Goals

Illustration ,

.Materials

Activity

Variation

12

f

§ight

To'experlinent With different types of visual communica
.guage, secret mitten codes, body language end picture
teople "speak" in many ways.

Using symbols
irk

Mul Letter and NuberSigns; see p. 13
11,

Magazine party pictures

; sign,lan--
o illusrraté. that

Tell the children the following story: "Big Bird is planning a party fárMr.
Hooper, and he wants it to I2e a surprise. Since Mr. Hooper ig around all the
time, Big Bird asks his friend Linda to teach him sign language so heVan
"talk" to the others on Sesame Street without Mr(Hooper. hearing abbut the
party'. Linda, who is deaf, teaches Big Bi t anual signs." .

Depending on the children's ability, use th suggested illiistration to teach
them to fingei- spell one word like "party" or a phrase like "surprise party for
Mr. Hooper." If this is too difficult, write the word "PARTY" on aslip of paper,
feview the word with the p hUdren and let them pass it around.

"Ernie doesn't remember all of th anua[signs so Big Bird has to tell him
about the party son1e other Way." ThQ children fan act-out the message for
Ernie, using hands and facial express' ns.

"Big Bir,d wants to tell David aboUt the party but they are Jn Mr. Hooper's
StOre." Have the c,hildren find party pictures from magazines whicil Big Bird,
can use to let David know about the party, or have children draWtheir own
pictures.

1

Children can learn a few letters or th4Ole alphabet.in manual signs;
depending on their ability..They. can accompany the alphabet song with
manual signs.

\
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Stiadow Play ,
-

qght

1 - ,

.
- ! t

' Purpose
,

.,. ' TO ractice motor skills, using single bddy parts as well as the whole body, by .

experimenting with shadows.
.

'
, A .

Sesame Street t,oals xperienentation, body parts

.

illustehtiqn Mandel Otter and Number Signs; see p. 13

Materials .

Activity

a

Overhead projector Or lamp, chalk, paint, paper, string

f
Darken the room by lowerihg shades or curtains Or placing heavy cardboard
painted a dark color over the windows. Use an overhead projector Or lamp
(high intensity if possible) as a lightsource fqr "shadow play." '

Have children sing and perform finger play-songs while casting shadows
with their hands, e.g., "Where Is Thombkin?" Or have some children try to
make letters or numbers i'n sign language and others try to identify them.
Children can make ahimal silhouettes against the Walls or play more ad-
variced games like charades.

By moving closer to or farther away from the light source, children can
bhange their size initin instant. By taking turns moVing foi-ward or backward,
the smallest person can become, the tallest anil vice-versa. Ask the bhildren
questions such as: "What size would you like to be?" "How do you think you.
would feel if you were very big?" "How would you feel if,you were really
small?"

Children can rriOve freely, creating various images with their bodies, either
individually or in groups. They can' become mountain's, trees, trains, etc.
They can move to music of various tempos arid moods. This will help
children who have diff4culty expressing themselves verbally express them-
selves physically. Ask questions such as: "How would you feel if you were
up in a tree?" "Which car of the train do you like best?" "Why?" .

As one child's body casts a shadow, have another child draw the oulline of
I' the shadow on a large piece of paper. Later, children can hang the Outlines,

color and cut them out. Staple two outlines together and stuff them with
newspaper so children have puppets of themselves. Use these:puppets to
teach body parts, to enhance self-concept or to put on puppet shows.

Variations

t

!

Children can pretend to be puppets by letting parts of their bodies go limp.
Ankh strings to their ankles, wrists, elbows and knees. Have other children
act as puppeteers by standing on stools or chairs and moving the strings. Let
the children take turns being puppets and puppeteers.

Place a large pyce of paper on the floor orwalL. Children can paint the palms
'of their hands or soles of their feet with Vegetable dyes or tempera paint and
makkhand or footprints on the paper. Children can compare similarities and
differences of the prints or follow in each other's hand or footprints.

22 15
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.Sight
Next To_Who?

'Purpose

Sesame.StreefGoals

Illustration

Piaterials
1.

Activity

To teach childrigi the concept of "next to" by hanging pictures next to one
another.,

Relational cbncepts, matchingJecOgnition of numbers, letters

Sesame Stre6t Character Masks; see pp. 74-85

Chalkboard, chalk elarge paper or posterboard,:masking tape, magic marker

ir

Using any of the materials suggested above, make two large trees and divide
them into sections (see illustration). Make sure your trees are big enough to
accommodate the $esame Street masks. The number of sections drawn
should be based oh the children's ability.

.

4

Hang the trees or lay them flat on the ground. Make two copies of each
picture. Fill one of the trees with the character maskso0 picture on each
section.

* Have children sit facing the two trees. Distribute among the children copies .
of the 1:Iiictures which appear on the full tree. Review the.piCtures on the full
tree, from left to right, e-.g., "Grover is on one end of the tree, next to Grover
is Erni4, 'next to him is the Count," etc. Stress the wordi"next to". so children
notice the positional relationship.. Then placft the first picture on the empty
Are& H4ve the children put the rest of the piciures on the tree One by one until
both treeis match.

93
,t



Sight

Next To Who?.

J
Variation

a.

InsteiP of using pictures for this activity, use numtiers, letters, geometric
forms, or words from the Sesame Street sight word list.

.English Sight Words

bus
&Inger
exit
no
yes
me
stop
open
close (d)
school
street
telephone
walk
hot
cold
in
out

Spanish Sight Words

cerrado (closed)
-

abierto (open)
solida (exit)
agua .(water)
policia. (police)
bientenido (welcome)

Antrada (entrance)
yo (I)
casa (house)
peligro (danger).
damas (women)
caballeros (men)

of

'17
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v Sound
ert and Ernie's String Band

_-

#Purpoft To' learn to hearths differencesamong sounds by experimenting with
homemade musical instruments.

1

Sesame Street Goals tristening carafutly, experimentation

illustration. None

Materials

'Activity

18

11

,01 I,
Eight glasses; water,-stick, shoe box, rubberbands of varying widths

Tell the children the following story: "Bert and Ernie want to stdrt a music
group, but,they don't haye anyjnstrumentS. So they decide to make their
own xylophone, banjo.and other instruments. YOU can make your own
instruments, too."

...1711121

,

. Xylophone: Fill eight glasses with water to various levels,- Discuss with
children the terins full; empty:more and less. Have them tap the-glasses with
a stick and listen to the diff4ent tones. Let theni play "notes" from low fo high, (.
pitches, Demonstrate him adding or-subtracting water from the glasses will
alter the pitch. or vt

f

;21

-a

Banjo:.Stretch ru6ber bands'around a shoe box. Adjust the size of rubber-
,bands i6 ascending pitch. (The thicker the rubber band, the lower the pitch

, will be.) Plabk each "string" and discuss both the soUnd arid Vibration made.
Ask, "is the sound high or low?" "DO you see the rubber band moving?"

Havekchildren make these inStruments, as well as any Others you.can
think Of: paper toweitUbe horn, oatmeal box or coffee can drum, maracas
Made with beans and two paper cups taped together, pot lid cymbals.

\
Have children experiment with their band. ,They can play:notes fast, slow,
loud, Ott, pluck every other string Or play their oWn special rhythm? They
can ,also play two notes at'a timstrum all the strings at once, etc.

. ,

r ,

J



# Sound
Ye*

Big Bird s RadiokStation

Furpost

Sasime Strost-Goals

Illustration
,

. Materials

:Activity

aoquire skill in discerning-sounds by Making and listening clbsel,i to a
variety otsound effects, .

sound ideritifiOation, v`kperimentation

None

fr

'Tape recorder, wad toyscombs, waxed paper, thrawberry bOxes, coconut
halves, cookie sheet, aprinkling can (see other suggethions-under activity)

Tell the children the following story: "Big Bird has decided that since,
eyeryone elseon Sesame Street has a job., he should RaVe.oneloo. He
decides.to start his own radio program. SinCe Big Bird doesn't have a lot of
money,41e must make up his own stories and create'St Und effects instead
of using recOrds."

Have children. help Big Bird create hie radio progrign; They can make up
stories using these titles and ariy others you pan think of: :

"Big Bird's Marching Band"
"Big ,Bird is the Fireman on Sesame Street"
"The Big-Thunderstorm bn Sesame treet4.'

I

Have children create homemade sound effeCts to use.with Big Bird's Radio
Program. E.g., waxed paper being crumpled and strawben;y boxes being
.ripped apart sound like fire Coconut halves tapped in a sandtiox sound like
horse hoofs, a cookie sheet shaken like.a rug sounds like thunder and water
dripping on metal sounds tik rain. .

Have children experiment with as many materials as possible that make .

sounds. They cap play real or toy musical instrunientS, squeeze toys that
Make sounds, blow homernade (comb and waxed paper) and.store-bought .

:Whistles, turn wind-up toys or music boxes, etc. EntOurage them to make
sounds' that are fast, Iow,1oud, quietetc., and help them note the dif-

ferences amorigihe sot-aids.

Help children make an audio recording of eolunds they hear at'home, at .

school and around the neighborho6d, e1g:, tea'kettle whistling, doors
cloding; paper ruptlirw ill*sorneone biting into an apple. 'They can also make
"funny" sounds by whistling, coughing, clicking lips and snapping fingers into
a tape recorder.

'4.)Put out &variety otimaterials for the children and let them experiment and
invent their stiwn soUnds;e.4., paper cuPs,,Utensils or pencils. Ask the
_Children what theloundsOmind themlof.

.1 P'
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Sound
Big el crs Egg

4,4

Purpose

esanie Street Goals

Illustration

Materials

Activity

"N
f

43

VariatiOn

'

C

:

To experience and practice relying on sound initead a sight to play catch,
baseball and other games.

Listening carfully, exercise

None
.3

Whiffle or sponge ball, sound attachment for ball (see suggestions ,

below), bells ,

Place a sound.attachment on a ball and call it "Big Bird's Egg.:" This can be
done by taping or tying jingle bells or similar items to a ball. children will theh
be able-to-follow the direction of and locate the ball by listening to the sound it
makes-. Blindfold the children. Tell one child to throw the ball, and the child
swho reaches the ball first to throw it again. Children cah play catch and
baseball or they can sit in a circle and roll the ball to bachcbther..

Experiment with different types of "sdund balls." Here are some
suggestions.

4.4

A small wind-up inusic toli inserted into an egg-shaped container that
nylon stockings are sold in. Tape will hold the container together.

Battery operated toys foun,d.in many noiielty shops wbich 'simulate
sounds like laughing or crying. These devices have switches that turn
the sound on &Id off.

Products sold by commercial distributors for people who are blind.
One retiource for these might be your local telephone and telegraph
company. 7)

Playing bails sold Comtnercially with bells or other sound i(struments
inside. These are usually balls for infants and toddlers, or dog toys.

Bells can be. attached to childrbh's feet.orother parts of their bodies.
Wearing blihdfolds, they can play tag by listening for and following the soinid
of the bells.

e



Sound

Sesaine StreefSecrets

Purpose. To practice listening and memory skills and to help children learn how
distance and volume determine when and how well-messages are received;

_Sesame Street Goals Listening carefully, remembering

Illustration , None

Materials Cardbo'ard kibes

Activity Have the phildren work in pairs. Give one child in eat' pair a paper towel
14

tube. Then ask the children this question, "If you could be any place on
.. Sesame Street, where would you like to be?" (Suggested answers: Mr., .

-Hooper's Store, Big Bird's Nest, Bert and Ernie's Bedroom, the swinging-tire
on Sesame Street, etc.) Children should think Of a place they would like to be..

end keep it secret.

Ask the child with the tube to-stand-at one end of the room and whisper his or
her secret through the tube to the child at the otherAnd of the room. The child
without the tube can then fry to guess the "secret," moving closer one step at
a time until he or she clearly hears what is being said. He or she can tHen
share the secret with another child in the same. manner.

Here are some other questions you can ask:

-Wpo would -you like to bel
What,letter are you thinking of?
What shape.pre you thinking of?

Have the children sit in a circle. Tell one child to think of a secret and give him
or her the tube. The tube can then be passed around the circle as each child
takes a turn whispering the secret to the child next to him or her. Ask the last
child to recite the secret out loud. See if it's the same,as the original one.

Adaptation To include children with limited motor.control, you, can pass the tube from

J.

child to child by yourself during the game.



Feel

What Does It Feel Like?,

Purpose

1 Sesame Street Goals Experimentation, body.partp, exercise

To' explore and discuss the way different bbjects and sensations feel. 1,

, Illustration

Materials

_

None 4

A variety of materials which have di6tinet tactile qualities (see suggestion's
under activity)

ctivity : Gather a variety of materials for children to experiment with and 'experience
'what each one feels like. Let-the cpildren use theit hands to feel diffefent
ttiings such as rubber bands, clay, foods which can be handled, finger paints,
squeeze toys, feathers and rocks. Discuss the differences and similarities of
the material, and the qualities which help children to identifY them. Some key

. words to include in yout discussions are: soft, hard, cold, bumpy, sticky, i
1

1, smooth, light and heavy. -

t,

Have the children walk barefoot on different surfaces and objects, e.g.
. grass, sand, water, tile, pavement, tires and rubber bands.

Children can eiperiment with varied sensations, e.g., swinging on a swing,
sliding down a slide, standing in front of a blow dryer or fan, walking through a
field of tall grass, crawling through a narrow tunnel, floating in a swimming .

pool or having an object placed on top of them:

Using a rolling pin, children can hold both handles and roll it, with small and
large arm movements, on the floor, on a table or on the wall. TWo children
can roll the pin together, each holding one handle. Children can also roll the
pin over materials such as clay, walnuts or leaves.

, Tell the children to close their eyes. Place different objects in their hancels and
have them guess what they are, e.g., rice, rocks, paper clip, soft paint roller,
plush toy or sandpaper.

Adaptation, Children with physical disabilities.can.experiment with and feel some of the
mateiials with other body parts such as elbows, knees or shoulders. For;
very young or severely impaired children, you can rub some of the materials ,

against their arms, hands or legs.

22
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Feel

What's This?

Purpose lb identify pictures using the sense of touch by 'following hole-punched
outlines.

Somme Street Goals Recognizing differences, experimentation

, lllusp:ation ,, Sesame Street Character Masks and Puzzles; see pp. 74-85, 49-53

4 Materials Shari), pointed object, e.g., a penCil, crayons, glue, coffee grains, rice,
sand, salt /

Activity A

l

Using a pencil or any other sharp, pointed object, punch holes along the
.outlihe of any of the pictures suggested above. The holes should be no
farther than one-quarter inch apart Blindfold the children and give each of
them a picture. Have them try to describe the pictures by following the
punched outline with their fingers.

Have the children try to 'color the inside of the picture, while blindfolded,
using the punched holes as a guide. If this is too difficult, they can color the
picture Without blindfolds, with the punched-holes Still used as a guide.

4 /
Adaptation Children who do not have use of their fingers can try to trace outlines of the

picturas.using other parts of the body, such as elbows, toes or heels.

Variations Glue sand:salt, rice, Coffee or any Other materiakwith texture on the charac-
ter masks or the puzzle pictures. Blindfold the children. Have them feel the
textured picture and try to describe. it.

1

fr

Glue textu red materials on different face' or body parts of the piCtures. E.g.,
on the Ernie mask, glue rice on his eyeS,,macaroni on hishair andlibuttOnon
his nose. Then talk with the children about the functions of lace and body
,parts as they feel the pictures.

4

23
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Feel

Touch And Match

,
Purpose lb identify and match materials of different shapes and textures using the

sense of touch.

1Sess line Street Goals Matching, geometric forms

\ Illustration Sesame Street-Cards, see pp. 25-29

lifeterials White glue or rubber cement, large coat box, strips of cardboard or balsa
wood, scissors; Soft materials: Cotton balls, lint from a clothes dryer, velv
fur, feathers; Hard materials: rock, wood, bottle cap, piece of metal; Bumpy
materials: sand, gravel, coffee grains, macaroni, sandpaper, beans;
Smooth materials: metal foil,.silk cloth, waxed paper

,k

Activity Make a cardboard tray using the/top of a coat box (approximately 16,x 24"
and one inch deep) Divide the box into twelve sections using either strilIs of
cardboard or thin wood as partitiose. Make each section large enough so
that a Sesame Street card can fiernto it. Glue one soft, hard, bumpy or
smooth ifem in each of the partitions. Review the materials with the children.

7

Blindfold the children and give each of-Wpm a Sesame Street card. Give
directions such as: "Place your card oh a bumpy/ surface." "Place your card
on a soft surface." Have them feel the sections until they find an item
of the texture you mentioned. Continue givin) directions until all of the
sections are full.

I4

Glue one of the suggested pieces of materials on a corner of each of the
Sesame Street cards. Give each child a Card. While blindfolded, let them
feel the texture on the card and place it in the corresponding section in the
tray.

In the right hand corner of each of the Sesame Street cards, there is a .

geometric shape. There are six shapescitcle, square, rectangle, triangle,
diamond and star. Have the children remove their blindfolds. Name one of
the shapes and tell them to match a given' shape with one texture. Give

.directions such as: "Match the circle with a bumpy material." "Match the
diamond with a soft material."

t

AdaPtation For children with limited or no vision, punch holes around each of the shapes
on the Sesame Street cards. Have them identify the shape as Oily run.their
finger over4t. Then name an item on the tray and have them place thp card in
the corresponding section.

Variation

24

You can duplicate a set of the Sesame Street card. Place one card in each
section pi the tray. Give the.children One of the cards and have them look for
and place it on the matching card,
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What's 'Ridden In Oseat's Wish Caii?

Purpose

Sesame Street.Goals

illustraticin

Materials

, Feel

To practice identifying objects using the sense of touch by feeling items
without looking.

Property identificati6n, matching

None

Large can or paper bag; two each of objects such as apples, pens, pencils,
socks, toy cars, etc.

Activity Pretend that a can or paper bag is Oscar's -Rash Can and hide an object in it.
Have a child reach in and feel the object without looking, name its charac-
teristics and try to identify it.' Then have the child pull out the'object to check
the identification. Give every participant a chance to do this, using a different
object each time.

Varliations

Hide several objects in the can. Place a set of kientical objects on a tray near
the chilrl. Have the child feel an object in the can, point to the,identical object
on the trey arid then pull the object out Of the-can Ao see if his or hel responsg;
was correct.

Place a set of objects on a tray near the child. Put a similar set of objects in
the can. Have the child select from the tray the object that he woutd like to

' find. Then ask him or her to reach in and find the same object in Oscar's Can.
So that each child can succeed, vary the number of objects in the can at one
time according to the children's ability.

Talk with the children about the categories in which different objects belong.
E.g., apples, oranges and bananas are fruits, pens and pencils,are writing
utensils, and gloves and socks are clothing items. See if they can think of
other things that belong to these groups.

Put objects in the can whicti can be identified by their,sounds. Make the-
sound of one of fhe items; e.g."choo-choo" for a toyArain or "beep-beep"
for a toy car, and have a child reach in an find the corresponding object. .

. ,

I.
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The. Brush Ott

.0,

Feel

Purpose-
, TO,feel v riou's sensations mide by homemade paints and brushes.

1

Sesame Street Goals Experimentation

, iliUstratiOn None

,

Materials .

*

Activity-

Paint, string; food coloring, soap flak s, toothpaste, hand lotion, laundry .

stardh, pudding, straw, grass, pen-oils, rags, hairbrush, toothbrush, drawing
or finger-painting paper

Ask the'children to think of as many.things as they can that are brushed.
Perional functions should be stressed first, e.g.:brushing teeth, hair, clothes
'and shoes. Then prompt the naming of cater objects; e.g., houses, pictures
and animals, Which are brushed in one way or another.

Have the children rke their own'brushes using materials such ap straw or
rags bourid to a pencil with astring tied tightly around the lop. You can make
paint by combining food coloring and water with soap flalos, hand lotion,
laundry starch, pudding Or corn starch. Children can experiment painting
with various brushes to see which works best. Talk to them about how the
variouisensatiOns feel,' e.g., "Does it feelgooey?" "Sticky?"

. , .

. (s Variation" ."- Meke several colors of paint and have the children paint old boxes, make
paper murals and create their own pictures. Discuss how colois blend
logethkr to make other colors. Demonstrate this with food coloring or finger-.
paints by mixing red and yellow to make orange, red and blue to make
purple, and yellow and blue.to make green.

/

\'
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Fe*
What's Oscar Eating?

Purpos To practice using the senses of taste, smell and touch to identily and match.
foods.'

Sesame Street Goals Experimentation, matching

HlusttatiOn
, , N,one .

it- . ,Materials limo Of each ofthe following: .apples, oranges, bags of peanuts, bags of..
\ sunfloWer seeds, cookies, pieces of bread, etc., plates ,

Activity Put an assortment of foOd items onone plate for children to see. On another
-plate.put bite size pieces of the same items.- Blindfold the children and let
them taste the small pieces, one at a time, ,,Nfiterffiell sample an item have
them rernove the blindfotd, describe the taste and identify the inatching itern
on the firSt plate. Ask them which of the Sesame Street chanicters might
really like the food, e.g., cookies for CookleMoneter or seeds for Big. Bird.. 4,

Discuss with the children that a combination of sens (sight, smell and
touch) help to tell us what it is that we are"eating. FA

1

Children oan also eXperiment with the way different foOdS feel. With or
withoi:it the baidfold they can make hamburgerS, knead dough, shred let-
tuce, squeeze lemons, peel ba?tanas, shell peanuts and cra6k eggs.

Adaptation Children cvho have difficulty chewind can taste Soft foods with different
. textures and characteristics. Fo6ds in ihis category include peanut butter,)

ice creaM, coiton.candy, jelly, soft boiled eggs, applesauoe, creeirn of wheat,
pudding, jello, mashed potatoes and mashed-vegetables.

lt;t
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Oscar's Vibrating Wash Can

Purpose

1 1

Sopame Strett Goals

Illustritlon

Materlall

Activity.

. ft

S.

P

.. (
1

,

To experience:feeling" vibrations and to helphearing children understand
how'people with impaired or no hearing can participate In music and dance
activities. , ,

,
.

Experinientation, listhning carefully

Vo9e
\

'Rash can lid,,cooking pot or lid, stick, drum, ear plugs or cottonballs.for _

children who can hear

Distribute ear plugs or cottonballs for children who can hear. Place a trash
'can lid, pot; or druni on the floor. Have the Children lie down with one ear to
the floor and eyes closed, Bang.a stick on the object to create vibrations.
Aslitlie children to 'dpen their eyes and/or raise their hands when they feel

.vibrations stop.

Place a-record player on the floor. Have the children lie down With one ear to
the floor and eyes closed. When the record begins and children feel the
vibrations, they can tap their hands to the music. lèll the children to-stop
moving' wilen they "feel" the music stow

41:

. .

Ins tead ot lying on the floor, cbildren Can place their hands on the record
'player (near the speaker). They can tap or clap their hands to the music,

PdanCe or sing and therr stop when the music stops.
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Feel
Big Bird s Nest

Purpose lb provide exercise while physically experiencing relational concepts and
geometric shapes.

Sesame Street Goals - Exercise, relational concePts, body parts, geometric forms

Illustration None

Materials One long piece of sewing elastic (or several shprter pieces) sewn into a
circle

Activity

14t-4 .40

A

Adaptation

v

4
Use a piece of elastic large enough do that all participants cab hold onto and
stretch it.' Sit or stand, with the children in a circle and have fiveryone hold the
elastic. gretend you are around "Big Bird's Nest" and experiment with the
thihgs you can do with "the nest."

Htive children take turns leading the others in their own way of getting inside
"the nest." They can pull ttie elasiic over their head and behind them, they
con wiggle the elastic under them while sitting on the floor, they can jump
over the elastic, etb.

.4 i'While sitting in a circle, children can hold the elastic andmake "thnedellat
by lying down either on their back or stomachs. They can make "the nest"
tall by holding it over their heads.

4

Pretend thai therek a wind storm on Sesame Street. Make "therne.st" rock
by having children1Pull on the elastic at one end while children on the other
end bend forward.

While either sitting or standing, children camstretch Big Bird's Nest" into
different shapessquare, triangle, rectangle, etc. Place markers on the
floor to kicate the shaiies. A few children can stand at eacKcorner and
stretch the elastic into the desired shape.

Tainclude children with linlited mobility, you can place the elastic on differrt
parts of their bodies and let them help you Stretch it into different positions.

Have each child place one body part on the nest, e.g., foot, hand or arm.
Diecuss each part and its function. Anpoerway to help the children learn
13100 parts while doing this activity, is to have them tiold onto thenest without
using their hands, e.g., around their heads or ankles or In the bend of their
elbows or knees,



Pip Bumpy Walk

Purpose

'=.111MMINIe
Feel

lb experience a variety of tactile sensations while performing simple physi-
cal exercises. -

Ssami Street Goals Exercise, relational oencepts

Illustration Tire Mound

, Materials Old blankets, sheets, pillows; plywood or an old wooden door, if possible;
newspapers, boxes, rope, tires

gi) 9

Activity. Sew. two blankets or sheets-together and stuff them with different sized balls,
1 pillows, newsPapers, cardboard boxes or anything else that will make the

surface bumpy. Children can experience walking, crawling orrolling on the
surface barefoot or with shoei on.

Make a big plie.of assorted mats and pillows and let children explore moving
on it in different ways, e.g., roiling, crawling or jumping.

Make a pile of tires (seellitilstration) and bind them with rope.-The tires can be
positioned so children can climb up a few (like stairs), crawl through them,
hide behind them, or just sittack and relax. They can put one foot through a
tiee, hyq handst their head,Atc. (If you want to install the tire pile as a per-
manent recreation fixture, the tires can be held together with nuts and bolts.)

SoMe of the suggested Rome can be positioned to make inclines, barrels,-'
saddles and bails. 'Children can then explore moving on their Own or be
placed by you in various positions, e.g., lying with their heads up or,down on
ary incline, straddling a barrel or lying on their stomach or back on a ball. As

,Aiiildren participate in these activities, stress the words denoting their rela-
tional position, e.g., on top of, under, across or through.

, ,
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Feel

Silent Near and.Far '

Purpose

&mime Street Goals

Illustration

Materials

Activity

lb help children learn the concept of "near/far" and communicate by touch
instead of with Words.

Relational concepts, body parts

Any in Activity Book

Any toy, book, etc., which can be hidden.,

Hide a Sesame Street.picture or one of the other suggested items some-
place in a room, e.g., under a chair, inside a box or on a windowsill. Tell all of
the children, ex6\ept one, where the item is hidden. Blindfold ttie child Who
does not pow where the object is and tell him or her to try anti find it.

Other children can give "touching" clues to help the blindfolded child find the
object. fiCare should be taken that the Playing area is not obstructed.)

Review the words near and far with the children and'explain how ihey will be
used as clues in the game.

Here are some.sample clues:

A touch oh the shoulder means the child is near the object.

A touch on the hip means the child is far away frOM the object.

Moving the child's head up and down iridicates the child is near the
object.

,

Moving the child's head from sidelo side indicates the child is far away
from the object.

.Children can invent their ovinolouching" clues or you can choose clues with
varying degrees of difficulty according to the children's ability.

37



Sight/Feel

Big Blid Decorates His Nest':

Purpose

\Sesame Street Goals . Classification, sorting

Illustration None

'Ow

lb give children6experience in classifying and sorting objects by texture, size
and shape. .

Materials

Activity

1"

Various kinds of hair rollers (big, small, with/without brushes, sponge,
plastic, wire, with/without clasps); glue, large bcstring, colored buttons,
spools, paint

es .

, Tell children.the following story: "Big Bird wanted to deCorate his. nest. He
looked all over for decorations. Finally, he found something really unique.
He decided to decorate his nest with different kinds of spools, brightly--
colored buttons and hair-rollers.".

Before detorating "the nest," the following sorting and classifying activities
can be performed with the objects you gather.

Put an assortment-of large and small spools in front of the children. Put
two thrall spools in qne group and ask the children to select another
spool which belongs in the group.

Put four items in front of the children, ffiree of which are the same and
one which is different, e.g., three buttons and one spool. Ask the
children tà tell you which item does not belong in the group.

Make holes'in a box by tracing circles around the bottom of a roller and
. cutting them out. Give the children different sized rollers and ask them
lo try and fit rollers into the holes..

Put out an assortment of rollers. Ave the children wear blindfolds and
try to classify the rollerkby the way they feel, e.g., all the rollers with
brushes, all the rollers that are smooth or all the rollers thilt van be
squeezed.

e

To decorate "the nest," children pan make shapes or pictures on the box
using a variety of rollers, spools and buttons. The spools can be painted in
bright colors to add to the decoration. In addition to decorating the boxes,
children can make necklaces and bracelets by stringing the buttons and

, spools.



ght/Feel
Super Cookie

Purpos

Sesame Street Goals

Illustration

Materials

Activity

<,

-

Adaptation

.

lb learn simple relational concepts by assuming different physical positions.

Relational concepts, exercise

Super Cookies

Large, thin sheets of foam rubber (inner tubes or sturdy cardboard can also
be used), scissors

$

Make "cookies" froth pieces oi foam rubber by tracing circles on them and
then cutting a hole in the middle large enough for a child's body to pass
through (see illustration). Have.the children experiment with the "cookies."

Have each child take turns pretending to be the filling between two
"cookies," Children can lie down, stand or sit between the two pieces.

Tell the children to imagine other things to do With the "cookie." They can roll
it, bounce it, twirl it on their arm,' pull on either side of it, etc.

Using one "cookie," have each child experiment with activities-whicta.e4rdss
relational concepts. (Ntou.may want to concentrate on only one of the
concepts at a time, e.g., up/down.) Here ard some of the things you can ask
children to do wit6 the "cookies."

Pick the "cookie" up and put it back down.

Step into the middle of the "eopkie."

Place the "cookie': on the floor and walk around it.

Step into the "'cookie" and raise it over your head.

Raise it over your head and then, let it drop down to the floor,

Haye one child hold the cookie on its tide while other children climb
through the "cookie."

While barefoot, walk or crawl on the "cookie" (in a circle).

To include children with limited physical mobility, you can place the "cookie"
on the child in various' positions.

4fltfllfflI"
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wrt4 Broken Letter Shop

,
. Sight/Feel

r .

Pti Tilos* lb help children learn to identify letteirs by putting letter parts together.
,

See lime Street doale Part/whole relationship, letter recognition ,

OluetratiOn iiroken Letters'.

Materials Cardboard, glue, sand

Activity Tell children the following story: "Big Bird found a box of broken.letters in the
back of Luis's Fix-it Shop. Luis didn't want the letters anymore, and told Big
Bird that he could have them.' Big Bird decided to start his own fix-it shop for
broken letters, but now he needs help in putting them together again."

Cut out a number df each.of the broken letter shapes (see illustration) from a
piece, of Cardboard. Make therlarge enough so that the children can handle
them easily. (Each piece should be at least two or three inches high.) Place
an alptial3et chart(or Make one yourself by printing the alphabet on a large
piece of paper) where the children can easily see it.

. Put letter's together one at a time and have the children follow your example\
Tell them to look at the whole letters on the chart and Lige them as a guide.
When necessary, give children explicit verbal dtrections, e.g., "This is an A.

. Find the parts yob need to make an A." Have children e eriment putting
together as niany letters by themselves as ttiey ea

\\
\ a

. Adaptation To include children with visual impairments, tetterparts can have sand or
other grainy materials glued on them. The'children can then feel and try to
put them together.

A

e.
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Sight/Feel

Eatitr By Shapes

.Purpose To help children Warn to recognize and name 4imple geometric forms by
. identifying foods with disuinct shapes.

&Hume Street Goals Geometric shapes

- illustration None ,

Materials An assortment of food items with distinct shapes (see examples below);
magazine pictures of fooct

Activity

Variation

Tell children the following story: "Cookie Monster was trYinb to learn the
names of different shapes but was having a hard time remembering them.
Everyone. on Sesame Street wanted to help. One day, Gordon Wad a great
idea. He knew that Cookie Monster really liked food and thought that he

. could teach Cookie the shapes by using foods that were round, square and
triangular. Gordon suggested that everyone on Sesame Street could go on
a picnic. Each person would bring foods that had distinct shapes. Here are
some of the foods they btought to.the picniclo help Cookie Monster learn the
names of shapes."

6ircle: Hamburgers, oranges, Individual size pizza pies

Square: Orackers, american cheese slices, square bologna

'Mangle: Pieces of bread, cheese and other foods cut into triangles

Have the children identify the names of the shOes of the foods you have . -

gathered. Let them experiment making the shapes themselves by cutting or
tearing pieces Qf bread and cheese.

Look through magazineifor pictures of foods that ate round, squitre, triangu-
lar, rectangtilar, etc. The. children oan cut them out and make a "group j .

picture" or a scrapbook of foods classified by their shapes.
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Sight/Feel

DO And Look Muppet Game

Purpos lb help children learn simple geometric forms by matchihg pictures and by
trying to assume body positions similar to the shapes.

Sesame Streets Goals Vistial matching, finding hidden figures

Illustration ilkometric Muppet Cards; see pp. 43-45

Materials Scissors, paper, crayons or pencils

Activity -

Adaptation

1

Cut out the four detached pictures of t1eMuppets positioned within various
shapes. Review the names of the shqfes with the children. The children
can try to draw them on a piece of p1er, concentrating on one shape at a
time. After the children become familiar with the shapes, they can try to
assume body positions, singly or with other children, similar to the shapes.

Give each child one'of the Muppet cards. 'Have them find the same card on
thei large picture with the overlapping shapes, page 45.

Give each ctilld a set of four Muppet cards or let them take turnswith the
same-set. Haim them try to place the cards in the samearrangement
on the piCture of the overlayed cards. If this is too difficult, arrange the
cards yourself and ask the children to tell you when the two pictures match.
The individual cards should be layed down in this order: Ernie first (circle),
then Oscar and Cookie (rectangle)i Grover next (square), and finally Bert
(triangle).

The individual cards and the large picture can be texturized. EL., glue
cotton on the circles, rice on the squares, macaroni on the rectangles and
sponge on the triangles. Children can feel the individual pictures and try
to place.them correctly on a lime picture. This will allowparticipation
of cbildren with limited or n insion and also add a sensory experience for
all children.

r-
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Lantron Sesame Street_

., V. 77,7 ',11V,TA,

Sight/Feeol

Purpose To help children learn to.follow verbal directions.

SeiaMe Street Goals Exercise, geometric shapes

lllustratloti Sesame Street Character Masks; see pp. 74-85

'Materials Bean bags, fleece balls or srriall pillows; large piece of cardb6ard or a,Sheet;
tape, string, stic

c 1

ACtivity Place a large sheet or piece of-cardboard an the floor and use it as a playing
board: Randoinly, tape,pictures of the Sesame Street characters on the
board. Call out the names of the char'acters and have the children totich the

AdaptatlOns

X?

correct picture. e

A "twiSter game can also be played on the board. Tell one child to put his or
her right foot on Big Bird. Then tell the child to put one hand on the Count,
without moving the foot on Big Bird. Keep giving directions like these, until
the child falls over or.can't move any more. Let eqch child take a turn plaiting.

Remove the pictures from the playing board and draw a number of large
geometric shapes on it: Distribute pictures of the SeSanie Street characters
among the Children. Then give directions sUch as: "Put GroV,pr in the
square," or "Put Ernie in the oircle." Do this until all the shapes are full.

To include children with limited mobility in this activity, have children sit in
chairs or on the floor. -Give each child a bean bag. Attach the bean bag to a
'string tied around the child's arm (or any other body part). The bean bags
can also be attached to a stick. Then call out the name of one of the shapes
and have a-Child try to throw or push the bean bag on the correct one.

The playing board can be taped ar pinned to a wall to racilitate playing for
some children. In this case; a stick fpr pointing should be used instead
of string..,

47
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Sight/Feel
Puzzle Time I

Purpose lb provide children with a feeling of accomplishment based on their ability*
complete pu

Seaame Street Goals Pride, patt/whole relationship, experrmentation.

Illustration Grover, Lance, Linda/Luis Puzzles:, see pp. 49-53

Materials, Glue, cardboard. sand (orssome other grainy material), scissors

b

Activity Copy or trace the picture puzzles for each participating child and glue them :
- to a cardboard backing so they will be sturdy. Cut each one into pieces at the

dbtted lines-,--Lance the horse into four pieces, Goover into six pieces,,end
Linda and Luis into six Oleces.

Have each child complete one Or more of the puzzles.

Adaptation Sand can be glued at 'the edges of puzzle pieces that fit togetherhead and
body, leg and trunk,, etc. This might make the, task easier for sorlie children
and will aller# participation of children with limited or no vision.

Variatkin To make the game a,little more difficult, children can wear blindfolds while
puttinglhe pieces together, orthe Ouzilestifrinrout into More piece than
those indicated by the dotted lines.-
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Sight/Feel .

Who Is In the Mirror?

Purpou "lb teach children to "mirror" the movements of others.

. %pm Street Goals Cooperation, looking closely .

Illustration Grover Puzzle, Sesame Street Character Masks; see pp. 51, 74-85

Materials` Mirror (optional),------

Activity

g.,

Adaptatiiiin

Variation
Ns-

4

i-lave each child put orfa Sesame Street character mask and move like they
thinkthe charadter would move. Each child's individual interpretation should
be encouraged.

Group the children in pairs. Let one child be the leader and the other a
follower. Tell the leader to nipve like Big Bird, Oscar or any Sesame Street
chrracter, and the follower ta"mirror" the movements. Say, "It's just like
looking in a mirror where you see the same thing that you are doing." The
pair can first move isolated body parts; e,e, arms, and then try more difficult
"mirroring" of whole body movements,.eXj., dancing.

To includediildren,with limitqd or no vision, havb two children maintain body
contact and move simultaneously, e.g., hand to hand or back to back.

Cut out the picture of Grover and detach his arms, as indicated by the dotted
lines. Give each child a chance to positiop Grover's arms while the other
-children are not looking. E.g., his arms can be positioned straight up in the
air, in a ciltle over his head or on his hips. Have the other children, with,eyes
closed, feel the position of O'rover's arms and assume that position. Chil-
dren can then open their eyes and check the pibture to see if they have
"mirrored" Grover correctly.

0
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Sight/F(41

What s Happening At Mr. Hooper:s Stokp?

Purpoe

ni

.

Sass Street Goals

lb help children develop memory skills, learn about simple science/cooking
principles and experience a variety of taste and feel sensations. .

Remembering, pre-science skills, experimentation

Illustration Mr. Hooper's Store; see page 57

Materials

Activity ..

Adaptation

Clear glasses or cups, hot water, cold water, ice cubes, tea bag, lemons,
suclar, honey, milk, towel, bowls

Sfiow the picture of Mr. Hooper in his store to the children and talk about the
objects in it. Tell the children to look very carefully because you are going tO
alithem . some questions. lake the picture away ancl\ask each child to name
ariBbject he or she remembers seeing. Write the names of the objects on a
chalkboard or a piece of paper. After the children name as.many objects as
they can remember, show them the picture again and point out any that were
not mentioned.

,

Have the children pretend that they arevorking at Mr. Hooper's Store.
Someoneottas jusOrdered a cup of tea. Put a tea bag in a clear glass of hot'
water. Have the children describe what is happening. Then pour a little tea .

for each child to taste. Add, one at a time, lemon and sugar to the tea. Add
milk and honey to another cup of tea. Have the children observe, talk about
and taste the difference as each item is added.

Cut up a lemon and set out some sugar cubes. Let each child tail() one, then
the other, and desctibe the sensatidns,'e.g., tearing eyes, puckering up, .,

sweet or sour taste. Ask questions such as: "Which do you like better?"
"When else do you pucker up?"

ft Have the children think of as many items as they can that are hot or cold.
Place hot and cold water iri two separate bowls. Children can feel the Water
in each bowl and describe the sensation. (Don't make the water too hot!)

4 Have the children experiment finding ways to make an object warm, e.g.,
rubbing or cupping their hands over it, putting it in the sunlight or sitting on it.

You ban inClude childrerfioriffiiivere special needs in this activitiby using a
towel. Wrap an ice cube in ane end of the towel and dip the other end in hot

ater. Place one side on the left cheek and the other on, the right cheek. If
'possiblehave the children describe what they feel.
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The esti Dance
,SIght/Sound/Feel

/ Purpose lb explore movement and rhythm by bouncing balls and moving in time to
'music.

Sesame Street Goals . Exercise, experimentation
, .9 ' ft4

'Illustration None
.' , .,

Materials A variety of ballsbeach, basket, solid rubber, punch, etc.; radio or record

Aolyity

Adaptations

player and'records -

Let each child choose a 1Sall. Play recoed and haVe the childrbn do a "ball
dance." They can bounce, roll, throw or run with the ball.

Move freely among the children, encouraging each child's unique interpreta-
tion. Play records with different tempde and note haw the children change
their thythmSor movements as the-music changes;

Attach strings to the balls. Tje the free ends of the strings to children's ardis,
to chairs they are sitting in, to poles or posts, etc. This will allow participation
by children who cannot walk or have difficulty moving. The children_can use
their arms or other body parts tfo move the balls sits the music is playing.

Attach en object that makes sound to each ball so theit the game will be
more tun for Children who cannot see, as well as for all children playing.
Attachments carrinclude bells, rattles, squeakers, etc. (Also see sugges-0
tions on pagb 20.).

Variation The "ball dance" Can be done with other props moved in time to music, e.g.,
scarves, hoops, tissue paper, newspaPer, balloons or large or small elastic
bands.

gd.
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What'i The Stdry?
Sight/Sound/Feel

Purpose

Sesame Streik Goals

Illustration ..

,

Materials

Activity .

.,

Adaptation-

Vs;ation

"th provide experience $411

spoken words. Also, to p
Ing and undeistandin
pattern.

Pre-reading principles

lating symbolspictures and written wordsto
ice simple pre-reading skills such as remember-
eti words and following the left to right reading

,
Mr. Hooper's Store, Big Bird, Oscar's .Can, Linda ark! Luis; see pp. 57 i 75,
65, 53 , ,

'Glue, felt, latge piece of cardboard or flapfiel board

,

Cut out the abOve -mentioned pictures arid glue-a piece
each. Arrange the Oictufes horilontallyOn a large piece of car
flannel boardito be used as your playing koard.

. Arrange pictures ori"the board in the same order as they lippe.gtr in the
folloWing story.. Tell the story to the children and point to the appropriate
picture when yoU come to a word in bold tyPe.

It on the back of
rd or

"One day, Big Bird was walking down Sesame. Street when he saw Linda
and LUis at Oscar's ltash Can: Fle asked Linda and Luis where they were
going and they said that they were going to Mr. Hooper's 'Store. Big Bird
said good-byeto Linda and Luis."

,
Repeat the story. This time, pause when you come to the Time of a Sesame
Street character or item and ask the children to fill in the blanks by pointing to-
the appropriate pictive. And if they mix up the story it might be funnier! ,

Describe one of the characters or item n the board, e.g., "the eight foot
canary", or ',1the home of Oscar the Grol , Have children point to the
corresponding pictute.

Make a true or false staternent abOut.one of the characters or items op the
board, e.g., "Big Bird lives in the trash can' or "Linda is Luis's brother." Have
the children indicate whetherit is a true or false stalement by saying "yes" or
1,'rio" or shaking their heads. Or, Write the words "YES" and "NO" on a piece
of paper and have childreiTpoint td the answer. ,

TainclUde children with limitedmobility, the "story board' can be placed on a
desk or on a child's lap or on ydur own.- It can also be placed on a stand dr
hung up on the wall. Be sure to poSition the board so that it Is visible and,
accessible to each child. A pointer or stick can be used if necessary so that
each child can touch the pictures. . :

Make up .)Our own "story, bohrd" (oomMunication board) uSing pictures and
. wor"ds other than the ones mentioned in this activitk. Children can use it to tell

stories or to ask and answer questions non-verbally.



Sepame Street Tiaffic Jath

P?ose

Sesame qtreet-Goals

Illuatration
-

Materials

Activity

Sight/Sound/Feel

To provide em s: h motor coordination and moving-around objects.

Exercise, re .°

None

and problem solving, cooperation

Large.and small pillows, beach bells, inflatable mattress, foam rubber,'
masking tape; if possible, old mattressy tires, boards

4
Help the children construct their own Sesame Street by placing masking
tape on the floor to form a long path. Let the children help by pressing the
tape down on the floor. Then plate obstacles, like the materials suggested
.above, at various places on the street. Have the children try to move from
one end of the street to the other as tt40y master the "Sesame Street "Raft
Jam."

4.

adaptation TO include children with limited or no sight, sound instruments can be placed
near or on each obstacle; e.g., music box or radio, or, a rope can be used to
guide them. Children can also help one another move down "the street.".

Variation 4sk children how thej/ would dross the street if they couldn't see, walk, etc.
Have them try to think of different ways people cross the street, e.g.,
hopping, skipping, jumping, using a wheelchair or a scooter. I5oint out that '
what is important is that they cross the street, not "how" they do it.

;
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first Stop On Sesame Street

.

Sight/Sound/Feel

PurpOse lb learn to remember and follow increasingly coMPlicated directions by
f011owing mazes.

Sesame Street Goals ARemembering, lookRig closely

Illustration , 'Sesame Street Maze; see p. 63

Materials Paper pencils, magnets, paper dips

Activity

Adaptation

Variation

§hows children the Sesame Street maze: Familiarize them with the maze by (i

reviewing all of the locations on it. Starting at the Fix-it-Shop, have them
follow the paths to.each ot the numbered stops with their fingers.

ISO the children that Ws has to make several deliveries of things he has
repaired in his Fix-It Shop for people on Sesame Street. Luis would like the
children to make the deliveries for him. -

MakWa copy of the maze for each child. They can then make deliveries
by folloWing-the route with their finger or with pencils. If. this is t90 difficult,
you can trace the route yourself or you can guide the children's hands with
your own.

The number of deliveries that each child mai* at orle time should depend
up:in his or her ability to remember and follow airectibns. The stops on the
illustration are numbered to give the childrereextra clues. Here are s9me
sample directione:

Deliver Big Bird's TV to his nest.

Deliver Big Bird's TV, go back to Luis's Fix-It Shop and dbriver Mr...
FlOoper's Blender.

'Make deliveries at Big' Bird's Nest, Mr. Hooper's Store, Oscar's dan, the
Sesame Street sign, Ernie and Bert's bedroom and finally Maria's
apartment.

Children can follow the *same Street maza.using a rneignet. Place Ahe
magnet on the underside of,the paper and another magnet & metal Object
(paper clisrnall bolt, metal safety pin or small metal car or truck) on the top. ,

Move the magnet under the maze. As the top moves arounp the
maze, the children can pretend that it's Luis't elivery truck.

To include Children With liwitidirir no vision, texturize the.maze by, either
punching holes along the paths Or using Materials suggested in "What's .

This?" on page 23. Children can follow the traii using their fingers or:other
bddy Parts-

Make a simple rrep.Of'your room or house and.hide Sesame Street cards,-
pages 25-29, around the room. Indicate On themap where_the cards are .

.piaced apd let etch child see It.. Then tell-them to try and firid the cards:
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Oscar And The Six 'Rash Cans

m';i,

,14

.Sight/Sourid/Feel

Purpose

Ssam Street Goals

0,
'Illustration

Materials

Activity

'41

'lb explore rnbvement by imagining and "acting-66r size relationships,

Relational concepts, imagination

Oscar's Trash Cans
,

?,

Six different sized boxes, ranging ffoin a large appliance carton to a small .

gitt box

Talk to the children about the words blg and small. Then- explain the ,

concepts of small, &mailer, sinallest; and big, bigger, bldgest. Use the
different sized boxes to help explain them to the children.

Tell children the following story, emphasing'the size, differences: "One day
'Osqar the Grouch was shopping to buy the perfect trash can. First he saw a
small can. Oscar crawled in,and discovered that he could hardly move his
arms. Then he got inside an even smalter.trash can and he coaldn't move at
all. Next, he tried the smallest trash can. Ttiis time Oscar got stuck inside.
His armilirid legs and head were in a tight ball. He tried very hard to get out
of,thé smallest can until finally, the can fell over and outIolledOscar. He
lOoked around at the other trash cans hoping to find the perfect one.

"Oscar saw a blg can anticlihIbed inside. Tills time he co'uld easily moVe his
armt-and legs. lt felt good not to be ina But ttien he saw an even bigger
trash can,. It was So big that Oscar could stand up and turn ardund inside of it.
This was lots of fun Nat he knew ttiat he still 'hadn't found the perfect can.
Then he saw it! There it was the biggest can.of all..This trash 4n.Was so big
that Oscar could run around inside of it. And that is just what he did. He ran
and ran inside the biggest trash can until hevot so tired that he fell down'and
grbmpily went to sleep."

After telling the stbr'y to the children, have them explore creative movements
by asking them to act out small, smaller, smallest, blg, bigger, biggest.

Jlefer back to the.story for the trash can imagery to help.theshildren.
Different sized boxes can be used to stimulateihe movement explaration
(real or imaginary) of these size relationships. You might want to separate
the conceptsthat is, teach only big'or small at a given time.



Sight/Sound/Feel

iCan You Find It?

Purpose ,

Sesame Street Goals

Illustration

Materials

Activity

Variation

eL,

To give children experience focusing in on both objects and sounds by
looking at hidden'pictures andlistening for hidden sounds.

Findincihidden,figures, listening carefully

Big Bird Scribble Drawing; see p. 67

Colored pencils, paper, records, record player, noisemakers, e.g., bells,
rattleq or spoons

Make ,a copy of the Spribble drawing of Big Bird for each child. Have the
children Color the spaces according to the code on the bottom of the page.
Assist them if the small spaces are too difficult.

Scribble drawing: Have the chittlei3n create their own pmbedded figureS by
using crayons te scribble on the paper and then try to lipid an object in the
scribble. This activity can also.bo done by scribbling in sand or dust with a

! stick, and4hen trying to find a figure in the scribbles.

Cloud figures: Take the children for a walk on--e ntte, slightly cloudy day.
Have the children lookat the clouds. Ask questions such as: "What do you
see?" "Who sees Bert, Ernie, a face, a tree or any other object?" Have them

, point out what they see. Thpn ask them to 11101/0 in slow Motion '(like Clowls
move) while pretendind to be theicharacter or object seen in the clouds.

-

Play a recording of a, Sesame Street song (or any song) while the children
are seated with their backs to you. At ditfrent times throughout the song,
ring a bell. Ask the children to raise their iands or otherwise indicate w
they hear the bell ring. Eachchild can be ssigned a sound of his or he Vown
to discriminate,and identify from the bac ground recording, e.g., !Attie',
clicking of two spoons,or snappingtini rs.

.

..46
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sensitivity'
What'spifferent?

Purpose

Sesame StreetCloale

Illustration

Materials

Activity

lb explore and discuss physical similarities and differences among people.

Body parts, experimentation, meisurement

None .

Clothing: hats, coats, shoes, sweatirs, etc., of different sizes, jewelry; chairs
or stools o, varying heights; ink pad, paper

/
Discuss with the children how people are the same in some respects and
different in others; (They can also talk about the physical characteristics of
the Sesame Street Muppets.) You can discuss fingerprints, hair length and
color, body weight size of feet anti hands, height, arm-length, etc. Finger-
prints ca7be made by using r ink pad and white paper.

Distribute various sized clothes:e.g., coats, hats, shoes and rings. While
children are having fun trying on'things like a doll's hat or 'a man's sweater,
discuss which articles are small, large long and short.

Have children sit i chairs si) their feet touch the ground. Then have them sit
on chairs and seatsb&arious sizes and shapes-and talk about the simi-
larities and differences. se adult's chairs, stools, sturdy boxes, pillows,
etc., in order to achieve different heights.

Have children mark each other's heights against a wall and compare them.
They can keep "growth charts" in both metric and customary meatiure-
.ments. Children can invent their own measuring system, eiecounting how
many pillows, boxes or books tall they are.

69



Too hhort For B1I .

/
Purposs

Sassm Street goals

Illustration

Matsrla is

4

Activity

10

Bird1.

SensIti ty

lb experience what it is like to be "too short" by jumping or stretChing to reach
objects placed high on a wall.

Exercise

Big Bird Mask; See p. 75

Masking tape, feathers or soft material

Copy five pictures of Big Bird for each child. Divide children into groups.
accordina to height and their jumping or stretching ability.

P

Hang the Big Bird pictures at different heights on different walls.(I.e., one wall
of pictures for the group which is the shortest, one wall of pictures for the .

taller group, one wall of pictures for the tallest group, one wall of piotures for
children sitting in chairs). Pictures should be hung at heights which require
the children to jump or stretch and grab for them. Use only a little tape to
secure pictures to the wall so that whin a child jumps up and grabs, the,
pictures will not tear.

Hfive the children line up by the appropriate wall and w/Ien you-say "pi,"
have them collect as many pictures as possible in a given time. The children
can keep the pictures they have collided to color or fingerpaint. They can
also glue feathers onto the picture of Big Bird.

Hang another group of pictureion the walls. Thiitime, hang each group of
pictures higher so that it is difficult for the children tO reach them. Dr, havti
some children sit on the floor and others sit in chairs, and hang the pictures at
heights.where the childen Would be able to reach thein if they were standing.
After they have collected the pictures, ask the children questions such as:
"Did you feel too short?" "Do you know anyone who has trouble reaching
things?" "Have you ever had trouble reaching things?" "How could you
have gotten the Big Bird pictures without jumping?"

4, 8.0



a SensItIvii
Ern le's Hurt Leg

Purpose lb experienCe and discuss the problems, feelings and coping skills of people
with particular handicapsin this instance, a leg problem.

Sesame StreetGoals Different points of view, body parts and functions

Illustration

Materials

Activity

e

Ernie ar\cl Bert Masks; see pp. 77=79

Ruler, gauze or strips of an old shAt

Tell the children the following story: "Ope day, Bert and Ernie Were playing
outside. They were running after a ball when Ernie fell down. He hurt his leg
and had to put Eibig iplint and bandageon it. His leg really hurt."

Using the Sesame Street character masks, have children pretend to be Bert
and Ernie. Tell them to move like Ernie would move with his sore, stiff leg..
You can wrap children's legs with pieces of sheet or gauze, using rulers as
splints, so they can experience what it would be like.

--

Ask questions such as: "Have yoti ever had a hurt leg?" "Do you know
aayone with a hurt leg?" "How does.a person with a hurt leg climfyup stairs?"

Two children can work together or you ean work with each child. One person,
pretending to be Ernie, can wear the big bandage and the other, pretending
to be Bert, can help him walk through the "Sesame Street ltaffic Jam" (see
p. 61). As the Children do this, remind them that although the use of their leg
is limited, they can make extra use of their arms, hands, ears and eyes.

o

91
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Sensitivity

Cookie Monster Has Problems

Purpose 16 experience What it isIike to have limited or no use of different parts of the
body.

Sesame Street Goals Reasoning and problem solving, self-help skills

Illustration Dotted shoes

Materials

Activity

\

Optional: real or make-believe cookies, various clothing items (see sugges-
tions under activity)

Tell the following to the-children: ".Pretend that your mouth is sdre and
Cookie Monster just gave you two of your favorite granola cookies to eat."

Prompt a discussion of the situation by saying things such as:

"Show me how you would eat a cookie with sore mouth."

"How a6out eating an apple with a sore mouth?"

"Have you ever wanted to eat something but scouldn't?"

"Have you ever known anybOdy with a sore mbUth?"

"How do you ttiink they felt?"
.

Tell children,ihe following story: "Cookie Monster was very hungry one,day
and he put one oaf his hands into-a cookie jar. When 1e tried to take it out, it
was stuck. He had to get dressed to go out teo a party, but he couldn't use one
of his hands."

Have children show Cookie Monster hpvy.to.get dreesed without using one or
both of his hands. Tell them to Make flit's Or 'Out mittens on they hands arid
try to get dressed that way..They. can put clothes already buttoned on a bed
and then try to wiggle into them without using their fingert. Children can -

help one another dress, they can use loafers instead atie shoes, etc.

Demonstrate for the children things which can be used.to make dsressi

easier. Example's include

72
".;;\

_

.elastic waistbands instead of buckles

velcro closures instead of snaps or buttons
. p

large metal hook for pulling zippert

dots inside shoes (see illustration) so that when dots are close together,
shoes Are On the correct feet

9.2
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Sensitivity
liey Another Way

,

'4
Pyrpos

Iry

Sesbme Street Goals

Illustration

Materials

I

Activity',

5.

To increase:Se sitivity to individuals With limited or no use of one or more
senses by discu lemporarY "handicaps" encounteied by many people.

-Reasoning and problem solving, coping with failure .

'Sesame Street Charabter Masks: see pp. 74-$5

I a

A

tiave shildren wear maskS of the SesaMe Street diaracterd for this a ivity.'
Present situations to them in which,the Sesame Streetcharacters encDunter
different "handicaps." Haie the childreppul ônithek MEksks 'and actkut or

. disc.s how they vul.(1 cope in each-sliutiticirl: ' ,-.#
S. '
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Sensitivity

Sesame Street Character Masks

Big*ird

#

CootiiMonster

JPBert-

\ Rod

Grove

49

oark Blue
Pink

. I

Tocbsethe masks: Cut out the masks and.have Ihti, children .00lor ther0,Eis indebted fkbove, Cut out.the'small
dotted circled and-attach string toeach qide ofthe masks so they c,aolftlied around Vie children!s heads.-Out "C

. ,,
h6les in the eyes large enoughlck children to ieia clearly thrpugh.

,. ,
. I ,

. 9
... ....

Several coplas of the' naks ahouid be made before 'you do spthls,4Ince,they"are useelfdr differeit ,

. , i
purposes In activities IhroughOut the booli!.

, - .
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10
Who Can Do It?

Sensitivity

Purpose,

Sesame Street Goals

IllUstration

Materials

Activity

f

To help prevent stereotypes about the irrability of people to perfOrm certain
.toks due to sex or disability by discussing jobs and Job requirements.

Career awareness, visual. matching

Sesame Street Job Cards:' see pp. 25-29

Glue, cardboard

.Haye children identify the different jobs illustrated on the Sesame Street
cards. Talk with the children about the various requirements for each job,
e.g., what one needs to know, how strong one needs to be and what special
clothing might be required.

Each time you play this game, choose different careers, eNg., lawyer, teacher
or §tonemason. DiScuss the requirements foreach, and discuss whotan
and can't perform these jobs. Ask how persons with disabilities may be able
to do certain jobs, e.6,, a person iri a wheelchair tan bd a lawyer, a person
who-is blind can be a teacher, a person who is deaf can be &builder.

Talk about the Sesame Street,charaqters and tbe kinds of jobs they could or
could noeperform, e.g., Oscar would be a good garbage Man because he
likes garbage. Mr. Snuffle-upagus couldn't be a watch repairman because '
-he doesn't have hands, but he would be good-at watering people's gardens
with his trunk.

Make extra copies`of the cards. Cut each.card in half, horiz,pntally, vertically
or diagonally. Present one.haff of each picture to tht children and see if they
can guess.what job each person is doirag. Then, thix up qll the halves and
haYe trle children match them to make whole -cards. (This cart alSo be done
with*magazine pictures of people at woik.)

Invite people who are working in various professions to speaR with the
Children. Have/them explain their jobs. If you have coRtact with disabled
individuals, include them in these speaking engagement's.

lake field trips with the children to learn about yarious jobs.

9,,
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Sensitivity

Oscar's Trash qan Gardeti

Purpose

Sesame Street Goals

Illustration

- Materials

To help sensitize children to the feelings of others by discussing different
points, of viow

Different point of view, pre-science skills .

-None
,

Seeds find jiits trom avocados and apples, tops of pineapples, carrot tops,
potato roots,.etc., soil and pols .

16,

, .

Activity Talk about Oscar's personality and how it is different from everyone else's on,

k Sesaine Street. He is grouchy, and hp likes tflin§s that most people don't
likenoise, trash, etc. But Oscarisill liked, and hp adds a special "flavor"

. to Sesarbe Street. Discuss the diffe ences i0 people's opinions and per-
, sonalities: Point out that all people aro different in smile ways and,alike in

,
others. ,

i .

Al .1 :

14

Tell the children the following story: "Oscar r
1

ally likes livin in his trash can
.

with things that people have thrown away. He feels that we sh uldrit reject or
throw things away unless we have tried tO put them to good u e. He has

n that most people don't w nt."
debided that plants would be tb have in his trash c n, but he is
only going to grow things in his garde

Start yOUr 'own "Trash Can Garden."/Seeds.from many frutts or ve etables.
can be used (see materials). Decoriate the can or pot to look like Os ar's

r Trash Can.

Loo through magazines or books,that have pictures of different typ s a f

plarrs and foods. Have the children point to and name food4 that hat s eds .

or that can be rooted. DO you have these in your v.:Thash Carr Garden?
.

Have children experiment with various growing media for plants, e.g., soil,
water and'sand. You can vary the amount of food and light given to different
plants so the children can see what plants need to live and to stay healthy.

0'Present the children with a combination of seedMid other small items ttiat
will 'not grow, e.g.., pebbles, paper clip§ or salt. Let the'children determine_
Which things will grow.when given proper care and which Will npt. Try to elicit
(easons for their choices.

s'

,piscuss what different pepple need to stay alive and healthy. Eg., peOple
Who live-in cold climates need more clothes, babie9 need milk and soft fOgds,
some peopie need medicine or et special diet, we all need sunlight; air and
water.

-
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How Would You Feel? ).

Sensitivity

164
Purpose To help children learn-to feel "what it'§ like tobe in someone else's shoes."

Sesame Street Goals- Different pdints of view, imagination

Illustration Sesame Street Character Masks (optiontil); see pp. 74:85
0

Materials Adult shoes, cardboard, tape, swim ftipper

Activity Ask children to pretend they are different Sesame Street Characters.

1.

1

Big Bird

"If you had really big feet like Big Bird, how would you move?"

"Have you ever moved that way before?"

"How-did you feel moving that way?"

"Whlt-did it remind ydu of?"

(Children can wear flippers, adult shoes or pieces of cardboard attached to
the soles of their shoes to give them the feeling of having big feet.)

CooRieVonster
L

"If you were Cookie Monster and hadn't eaten all day, how would you feel?"

"Have,you everfelt hungry before?"

"Do you knpw anybody who is t.isually hungry?",

"How would you help that person?"

Oscar

"Pretend you are in Oscar's trash can and the lid is stuck."

"Show me how you would try to getout."

"How did you feel?"

llave you ever feit this way before?"

"Did you feel strong?" "Weak?"

Ernie, Count, Oscar

Ernie:the Count and Oscar don't think they can play ball together because
they are all so different. Ask the children:

"Do you think Mends who like different things can play,together?"

"Have you ever played with anyone Who was different from ydu in some-
way?" ,

4 . 1
"How could Ernie,.the Count and Oscar play so that allipt th'e,m would get
along?"

(The Count could be a scorekeeper; Oscar's' Rash CEO covld tie used as a
beeketball net and Ernie could throw the balls into the can.).

04 ,t
4'
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Sesame Street Statement Of Insfructional Goals**

The Child And His World

A. The Child as an Individual .
,

1. Body Parts and Functions .

The child can name and teh the uses of such body parts is the head, nose, ear, eye, tongue; arm,
elbow, hand, finger, leg, knee, foot, ankle. ,

*....2. The Child and His Powers ,

, The child realizes that he can do things for himself and to some extent cOntrol his environment by:
a. acquiring skills and knowledge through experimenting, asking questions, practicing

. b. reMItmbering iriformation. . , - t
c. planning for the future
d. imagjning, c

e. learning good health practices
(1) ,The child recognizes that there Isla relationship between his regular p erformance of simple

health practices and proper body functibning:
(2) The child can recognize, describp, and name simple health practices and can -recognize or

state one-reason 4.1y each of thdse activities is important:
1(a) . Dental Caree.g., brushing teeth, eating a well-balariced diet, visiting the dentist.
(b) Personal Hygienee.g., waihing hands before eatingor after playingwith pets; cleaning

cuts and scrape* covering mouth when coughing, nose1when sneezing. .

. (c) Exercisee.g., helping to make our bodies stronger and more flexible. .

(3) The child is familiar with certain basic principles Of nutrition:
(a) Too many sweets cap lead to tooth decay and shotild be avoided.

,

(b) It is good to eat a vaillety of foods. '

(c) fsliitritiotis alternatives can be chosen in place of traditional snack foodi
(d) Foods ontain substances that are good for our bodies. Wise food choi es can help us

..

feel better. 2

(e) - 'Fruits and vegetables are desirable fo&I choices.
3. Reasoning and Problem Solving .: t

. a. When given a situation the child can: 1 .. .

(1) suggest differept kinds of events that migtlt have led up to the situation and suggest different
. '1kinds ofevents that might follow. 1

(2) choose-the most likely explanation from Oimited choice of explanations.

.....- 'Al When given-a Problem the child can: i. ,I
. .

'.(1) suggest several different solutions. 2 ,.

/4

(2) choose the most likely solution from a limited choice of possible solutions by testing them oulin
his mind or using trial and error. ;

c. When given chips gradually, the child cary,ese the clues to auk% at the cgrrect answer.
d. The ohild can atiggest different uses for an object (example: a penal can be used to write, dial a

phone, etc.). i

e. The child can recognize that different objects can have the same qualities and uses (example:

.
glue, string and staples are all used to hold things together). '

4. Emotions .
I i , -

a. The child can recognize and name these emotions: ,love, surprise, sadness, anger, happiness,
fear, pride.. ?

.
, b. The child can recognize that he has these emotions and Can describe how they maice him feel.

c. The child can show lawareneis of and consideration for these emotions in others (see Social
InteraCtion, Cooperation): . p... ..

'Simla* Street's Statement of InstruCtional Goals le ypdataid from season to sewn. PrintIngideadlines for this publication precluded let:Fusion of the more current
,

goal statement being prepared for Sesame Street's tenth season.
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d. The child shows that he has:
(9 feelings of pride and self-worth
(2) esteem for his oWn abilities, resources, cOmpetencies and accorhplishments. The foffowing

two ikills are spotlighted becau1e they are representative an.d important in this goal area:
(a) CoOing Wi.th Fatima

When-the child has a problein, the chl,ld develops the ability to decide when to Use
various Methods, such as: continuing with a certain approach to solve the problem, .

choosing pnother approach, asking- for help from someone else or giving up trying to
solve tt)e problem.
if the child'is still unable to solve the problem and achieve the desired goal, the child
changes his goal so that it comes-closer to his abilities and resoorCes.

(b) Entering Social Geoups.
The child recognizes pnd shows various approaches for starting relationships with other
children. (Examples: making friends with a member of the group, asking other children
to let.him play with them, sharing a toy with a group member.)
The -child already in a group can recognize that a new child would like to join his group
and learns to encourage that child to enter the groub. (Examples: acting friendly toward
the new child; inviting the new child to join the group.)

B. Socipl Units
1. Career Awpreness

The purpose of this goal is to help the child aspire to different careers and recognize that attaining a
career goal is the result of flaying different skills, interest and preparation, and is not dependent on sex
or race. .

a. The child oan name three or more careers, and can describe one or more of th, main functions of
each.

b. The child recognizes that through his bwn actions.(practice, planning, etc.) he can aCquire skills
necessary for different careers.

. 2. Social 'Groups and Institutions
a. The,Family and the Home

(1) The child realizes that differeni kinds of buildings are used as homes.
(2) The Old understands4what a family is and can describe several kinds of activities usually done

6y families.
b. The Neighborhood

The child can recognize the social and physical characteristics of a neighborhood.
c. The City or Town
. 'The child recognizes various buildings, places, and points of interest that make up the city or town.

Ex, 1 'The-children can recognize or identify zoos, parks, playgrounds, airports, etc., and stores
..

where various types o common items may be bought.
2 The child recognizes that there are many different cities; that various goods or products

must be brought in and Out; and that various kinds of transportation are used.
/ Ex. 3 The child knows the functkms of such.institutions as the school, post office, hospital; bank

and phone company.
C. Ocial Bhavior

The underlying pfingple of this goiq is to entourage the chffd to develop positive social attitudes such as
/ kindness, generosity and helpfulness and to show these'attitudes in his behavior.

1. Different Points of VieW

4r a. The child recognizes that diffecent Individuals or groups may have different reactions to a partiCular
,

itp situation.
b. The child shows that he is aware of the feelings, preferences and ways of behaving of otheri

. e individuals and groups.
.

§1 2. Cooperation - - .
e, The child recognizes that in certain situations it is helpful for two Or more individuals to work togethe4

1
, toward the same goal.

,i
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a. Dividing up Work
When a child is a memtier Mil group that has the same goar, he recognizes that sometimes the goal
Will be reached more easily if each member of the group shares in the work or planning.

b. Combining of Skills
When a child is a member of a groul5 that is working toward the same goal, he recognizes that the
goal will be reKbed more easily if each member of the group uses his own special skill.

c. Giving and Receiving Help.
The child recognizes that in pertain situations, in order to aócomplish hip goal, he must ask others to
help him and in turn he nuOt help them in accomplishing their goals.

3. Settling a Conflict n '

When the child is presented with a simple conflict, the child can recognize, identify and suggest a
..satisfactory solution.

D. The Man-Made Environment
The child can tell the general form or function of: machines and tools; and buildings and other structures.

E. Theilatural Environment f

The 3hild can recognize or identify the general characteristics of: 'land, sky and water; city and country;
plants and animals; and natural processes and cycles (rain, snow, etc,).

F. Qyality of the Environment
The child recognizes that he is a part of a larger environment which he can affect by his actions. 1-le is
aware of such concepts as:
1: Things in nature are related to each otherBalance of Nature (Examplecats limit the roderit

population)
2.- Some changes in nature cannol be undoneEndangemed SPecies (Examplesea otter)
3. There are limits to our Natural resources (Examplethe oil shortage)
4. Envirorimental planning is importantEcology (Example,'paper and metal recycling)

Uéing Symbols

A.. Pre-Reading Goals
1. Pre7Reading PrinciplesThe following is a list of reading principles that,show the relationship

between sPoken and written language.
a. Words can be identified as 'distinct units in writing just as they can be identified-as diitinct-units in

speech.
b. Written words are symbols for/spoken words..
c. Spoken words are made urof distinct speech sounds.
d. 'Written words are made up of letters that aresymbols for those speech sounds.
e. Letters combine to make written words just as speech sounds combine to make spoken words.
f. The order in which letters appear in a written word is the sarrie as the order in which the soUnds are

made in whin§ that word. .

g. Words and sentences are read from left b right.
2. Pre-Reading Skills

a. LLetters * .

(1) MatchingWhen given a printed letter in upper case (capital) or lower case (small), the.child
can select-the same letter from a group of printed letters.

(2) RecognitionWhen told the name of the letter, the child can choose that letter (upperor lctiver
.

,
4' case) from a group Of printedletteri. , I .

(3) LabelingWhen given a printed letter (upper Or lower case), the child oan lay the narte of the
-letter. . -

". i
_...i .

.

(4) Letters That Can Be ConfusedThe chiki can see the difference between a pair Z) letters that
I .look Similar. (Examples; E-F, A-H, b-d, 0-Q)

b. Letter Sdttnds .

(1) When a child hears a group ot words that all begin with the same letter, the child can select a .

. picture of san object that begins wiih the same letter frorwa group of pictures.

1 02. - .
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(2) When a child IS given the sbund of a sustaining cohsonant (f, I, rñ, n, r, s, v, z), the child can Pick
out the letter that has the same sound from a group of printed letters.

(3y When given the printed letter of one of the sustaining consonants, the childizan make the
. ,sound of that letfer.

c. Rhyming.
0

(1) 'When given two or more L,pords tharhyme, the child can select or supply a third rhyming word.
(2) When given a set of rhyming words presented *tonally and thelnitial sustaining consonant

sound of a new word, the child can produce a rhyming word beginning with that sound.
d. Putting Speech Sounds Togethe

(1) WhenIthe child hears a two-Syllable word spoken with a separation between the two syllables,
(example: "ta-ble"), the child can blend the syllables and repeat the word quickly without the
separation ("taAe").

(2) When the child hears a three or four letter word spoken with a separation between the
. beginning consonant sound and the rest of the word (example: "c-lit"), the child can blend the
word parts together and repeat the word without the separation ("cat"). ,

e. Words and Phrases-
(1) MatchingWhen given a printed word of no more than five letters, the child can select the

same word from a set of printed words.
(2,),4 Recognition--:-When the child hears any of the words on the Sesame Street word list (in

English and/or Spanish), the child can select the right word from a set of printed words
presented in a variefy of contexts.. ,

-

(3) MeaningWhen given a printed sight word or sight phrase, the child can define it correctly or
. select an appropriate drawing of the word or phrase.

'Sesame Street Word List

bus
danger
exit

- no
yes
me
open
closed
school

SpanishiSight Words

cerradop-closed
abiertoopen
salidae'xit
entrada7entranoe
yo

, peligfo--danger
caekhouse_,

Sesame Street Sight,PhrAe List

stop
street
telephone

, walk
hot
cold
in

.oLit

besokiss
aguawater
amorlove
damas;women
caballerosmen .
policiapolice
bienvenidowelcome

Af

This cuiriculum gold shotild be highlighted in treatments which also underline the following
rplated pre-reading goals:,

) ..
f .

left to right orientatibn
boundaries of a word

( .

o3
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English

Don't Walk
Wet Paint

Spanish

Se Habla Espanol

BUs Stop
. One Way

Racitation of the Alphabet
The ctiild can recite the alphabet.

B. Number Goals,
1. NUmbers

a. MatchingWhen giVen a printed, numeral, the child can select that same nuMeral from a set of
printed numerals. (1-12)

t), RecognitionWhen told the name of a numeral, the child can select it from a set of printed
numerals.
LabelingWhen given a printed numeral, the child can say its name. (1-12)

d. Recitation
.(1) The c d can recite the numbers from 1 to 20.
-(2) Giver a starting point under 10, the child can count from that number to 10.
(3) The child can count backwards from ten,.

2.: Numerical Operations
a. CountingThe child can tell how, many thints the're*are in'a grouP of nOt more than ten items.

( ples: Mere are some perinies. How many are there?" "Here are 'some pennies. Take
. ,

I.

(1) The child knows that thb last number rvached in counting is the total number in the group.
(Example: "Count the pennies. How thany are there?")

(2), The child can make use of counti4methods. (Example: When counting.objects arranged in a
circle, the Child-will identify the first object counted by marking it, moving it, or noticing .

something special about it.),
(3) The child can count events in time. (Example: "Vow many times did I clap my hands?")

b.. Number/Numeral AgreementThe child can assign the correanumeral to sets-of different )
numbers. (Example: The numeral "3" goes with. theset "000."

c. Number ArrangementsThe child can recognize familiar arrangements of up to five objects.
Example: VP

2= 0 0 3= 00 A0 0
r., -0 0

4 .F. 2,q; 0 0 0 0 5= 0 0 0 o o 0o o
.

d. MeaiurementThe child can identity different mbasuring instruments suCh as scales, rulers, etc.,
and understand their oppose. f

e.- Addition and SObtractionThe child can add one object tO any group of up tO five objects,or
subtract one Object from any group of no more tharqtye objecta.:

C. Goometrlc Forms
..

-

(Circles-7-circulo, triahgle--7-, trianguloi squarer--cuadiao, leCtanglerectangulo, pentagon
pentagono, hexagonhbxagono, trapeioIcF-trapecio.) -

1. RecognitionWhen the child is told the name:pf .the shape "circle," "square," "triangle," "reCtangle,"
'"pentagori," "hexagon,".or "octagon," the Child!§in select the correct drawlng,eut or object from a
groUp of these shapes. ', . ., "' . 4: . . .

2. Labeling---:When the child-is given a drawln4,-cut-Put, or object In the shape ofa circle, square, triangle,
rectanile, pentagon, hexagon, octagon, or trapezoid, the child Can tell the narhe'of the shape. .

0



Learning Skill*

A. Looking, Listening and Recognizing Differences
1. Looking ClOsely

a. MatchingWhen giverlan objector picture, the child can choose from a grotjp of different objects
7 or pictured one that is similar in form, dize or.position. t

b. Finding Hidden FigUresWheri given a form, the'child can find that form when it is hidden in a
., picture or drawing.
c. Part/Whole RelationshipsThe,child can put parts tooetheic to Make a whole.

(1) When given a model and itstparts; the child can arrange the parts into a wholethat matches the
. Model. ..

(2) When given a model and a selection of parts, some otwhich are unnecessary, the child-can'
identify the parts that don't belong.

(3) When the childis giVen a model and an assortment of its parts, the child can tell which'parts are
. , missing:, . .,

2. Listening Carefully
a. Sound ldentification-L-When thechild hearsthe sound made by a familiar objector animal, the child

can identify the object 61:animal that makes that sound:
b. Rhyming,Words(See pre-reading goals) .

B. Relational Concepts The child can tell the difference between various relational concepts:
1. Sre/Different--,f hid concept underlies-all of the following relational concept categories.
2. SizeBig, Bigger, Biggest; Small, SMaller, Smallest; Short, Tall .

.)

3. QuantityNone, Some, More, Most, All, less _

4. PositionUnder, Over, On, Through, Around, Next Toy First, Last, Up, Down, Beginning,.End, Be-
tween, Close To, Away Froth.

5. DistanceNear, Far
.

6. TimeFirst, Last, Before, After, Next, Beginning, End
7. QualitiesHot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Clean, Dirty ...

C. Classification i' -,
.1. Classifying(Which of these things 'belongs with these:?) When given at least twO objects that are

alike in a certain way, the child can select another 9bject Of objects that belong in the same group on the
basis off ..

. --.,

a. Size (Example: height, length) .
V

f
b. ForM. {Example: shape) ,
c. Function (Example: to ridd in, to eat)

. d. Class (Example; animalt, vehicles)
0. Quantity,(Example: nUmber of objects)

2. SortIng(Which of these things is not like the oihers?) When given a group of objects, several of
which have something4n comMon, the Child can sort out the object that is different on the basis of: site,

: form, function; class or quantity.
. 3. Classifying in More Than One Way

a. Property IdentificationWhen given ari object, the child can describe at least two things about it.
. (Example: "The ball is round and red:")
b. Finding Similarities and Differences Between ObActsWhen gi6n two ojcts, the child can see.

, that they are alike in-one way and different in another way. (Exa of these things are
round but one it red and one is" blue.") .

c. RegroupingWhen given a set ot objects, the child can group them on one thing (Example:
\ ,> shape) and then regroup the same objects .on the basis of something else (Example:' size). The

Point will be made that there is often no single right answ8r.
D. Pre-sciencb The following existing curriculum goals are beirig presented during ihe ninth season,

under the general approach of pre-science, which deals with eleinentary scientific thought processes
and content:
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1. Scientific Thought Processes:
a. Experimentation
b. Asking questions
c. Practice .

d. Remembering
e. Planning
f. Imagining
g. Reasoning and problem solving

2. Scientific Content
a., Health PraCtices
b. The natural environment_-,-

t. Theman-made 'environment
d. Quality of the environment

Cultural Oiversity

A.

This goal highlights the role of Spanish language and culture, but the same objectives apply to the presenta-
tion of other languages and ethnic cultures. b .

A. The following elements will be used to reinfotp cultural identity andpride iv viewers from Spanish-
speaking backgrounds:
1. The Spanish language
2. 'Spanish customs I .

...-,

3. Spani0.art forms: songs, music, theater, dance . .

4`. Spar*h-speakfrig performers: live-action, animated, muppets
, ..

B. In order tb..Make c(irriculum gdals of Sesame Street more'comprehefrible and thus more accessible to
......

; 1

the Spanish-Sioeaking child, the following strategies will be utilized:
1. Presenting SeSame Street goals in the Spanish language so that the child will learn the concept first,

. and later be able to transfer the learning to ahother language (English), whilefetaining -the t panish
,. .languag6.

2. Labeling and recognition of sight words.cm Spanish) which are often 9pcountered in.Spanish-speaking
,. children's -enviroRmentS. , -

C. To famiharize the non-Spanish-speaking child with the Spanishlanguage and With.Spanisticustbms.

Objectives For Children With Mental Retardation--
,

N
A. In order to make certain Sesame Street curriculum goals more aaessiblelo educable mentan retarded

Children (mental-ages 3-5 years), the following strategies will be utilized:
.

-
1..' Present simple motoi activities which paregts, siblings, and children Cin model. a

2. Present selected Sesame Street curriculum materials in their most elementary fonts. Curriculum
items to be emphasited al4: self-help gkills, rgmembering, sequencing, relational concepts, number
matching, body parts and functions, auditory diScrimination, geometric forrhs, practice, cOpper4tion,
entering social groupC, different perspectives. . , ,

, 3. Integrate Sesartie Street cuiriculum goals within the conte,xt of simple motor activities (e.g.;counting
1 . j

, the number of times children'tap a balloon to each other)., .. 1. .
.... B. Program elements will be developed to foster the positive self-image cif mentally'retarded children and to

encourage pride in parents of'retarded Childeen. The following-strategies Will be featured:
' 1. Presenting mentallyretarded children on the show interacting with c'ast members, muppets, and other

children. 6 -
a

) .

'2 Haying,mentally retarded children demOnstrate their competence in specific tasks.. .

C. ProgiaT elements willpa developed to enoourage Seiime Street's nonretarded audience to recognize.
,and appreciatelhe mentally retarded child's abilitiei andlimitations. .

q

,
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A,

pesaine, Street Muppet *Gallery is a- bookletrabOut .the Sesame Street Muppetk
explaining the wayS in Which tihey illustrate Sesame Street educational ,goals-auch a ,-*
cooperation', resolying .conflitts, emotions 'and entering social :groups , *The. Aluppet
Gallery is designed to help parents., tekhers and others.working with children,bettAr

2." undemtand and Utilize the Sesame Street program. included in the,bookiefare per.
sonality and physiOal descriptiabs of alt the major Muppet characters, color photo- ./

, graphs MO' "read:aloud' stories abotit each of the Muppets, and actMty suggestions .

-- .basedon the Seeime Street cuiriculum. Price:$1.00
Full color booklet, 24 pages 2gs.Copes oivmore: $.80 ,

9 I

.
Sesame StreetScrlpt Hightlghts.are weekly bulletins which enable yOu to preview'
the content of each SesaMe Street plograrn and plan related activitiesin advance.
ScriPt Highhghts are sent out'On a mpnthly.basis with the first of six package's mailedprior to the November premiere of each rtew seaSon. A. Package is comprised: of
several weekly "bulletins containing: listings of:Show segments and cOrntaponding
ihstructional goals for a full. Yeat Of broadcasts, Activity ,suggestions designed tor
children with special needs and other information about Sesathe Street. (Highlights
from the beginning of the season:am included in any &dors received after November.)
26 issues, 4 pages each . ) : '. Price.: $5.00
.

.
, i#

..

-

,

Sesame Street Activities is a manual designed for_ paients etnd educators-wOrking
with preschool children in fOrmat and informal learning ,envifionments.: The Minuet'
contains manY activities baSed on the- SeSame Street curticulutn and* crin, be used . ,

,,)

independently Or together with the broadcast. 9A esarn'e Street {Oar Statement is
included, As an appendix to -the manual.. ,i.,' Spanish 'version, ',SESAME STRgET
ACTIVIDADES is also available. , . , Price:$2.00-
Color cover, illUstrated, 64 pages.. 25 copies or more: $1.60 v..

9,

To order anY otthe abOve pUbits4ohs, pleiase.write to; - -,a.
b,

Community Education Services, Dept A ,
Children's Television Workshqp-.,

1 Lincoln Plaza ...

New York, NeW York 10023.. ,
. ,

, . . A
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